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POREWOfD
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ABSTRACT

The mechanfism by which neopr'fene coatings rail i ofr

interest because air traffic will be carried on for many

years to come in the atituLde range in which rain is

still encountered and in the veloclty range for which

neoprene coatings are a solution to the raiaverosion problem.

This report is an account of st~tdies that nave been made

to determine the mechanism 'by means of o neoprene

coatings eventually fail under high-speed rain impingement.

Results of tests Involving antiozonant applications to

the neoprene coat-ls are encouraging enough to warrant

furt.L eIxperiments with such application%.
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1. Introduction

Of the large number of hard-.setting plastic coating3 anc.
of resilient rubber and synthetic rubber coatings that have
been tested for rain-erosion resistance, neoprene has been
found to be one of the niost erosion-risBitant up to impingement
velooitiet of 500 mi/hr. Air traffic will bý carried on
for many years to come in the altitude range in which rain
is still encountered and in the velocity range for which
neoprene is a solUtion to the rain-erosien pzoblem. The
mechanism by which neoprene eventually does fail under
waterdrop impingement is, therefore, of considerable ±mmvdiate
interest.

Neoprene itself does not adhere strongly to glass reinforced
plautic laminates. It must be bunded to the laminate by a
primer coating. The success of the ne6prene topcoat Ir
resisting high-speed rain impact depends strongly on the
succes, of the topcoat-primer-laminate system. The vain-
erosion resistance not only of tne neoprene topcoat but also
of the topcoat-primer-laminate system rn'ast, therefore, be
assessed in evaluating neoprene as a rain-erosion resistant
material.

Maj;,•;,r•rpt veleai3ud by the author June 1959 for publicatiI 8. 1'
Ža VIAD T r Phni Pl X1port,



2. Models of a Waterdrop

Damage that is sustained by a structural material on
collision uith waterdrops at high speed is a direc;
consequence of the impact properties of.a waterdrop. Under
impact conditions a waterdrop behaves as thoigh it were a
sphere of hard-mtertal•; in high-speed collisions with
the planar surfaces of solids it acts like an indenter to
whic~h a compressive load has been applied. Unlike a
sphere of hard material, however, a collidini watt..-!rop
retains its liquid property of flow. The radial flow of
ar impinging waterdrop exerts a turning moment against
protrusions from the surface of the solid that are in its
path and a shear stress on the surfacp layers of the solid
around the central point of the collision. See Section
5.1.1. The Use of models to reproduce one or more of these
damaging attributes of a waterdrcp in high-speed collisions
with solids is very informative. A model of a waterdrop
might simulate its hard-sphere property or Its property
of radial flow, or both.

2.1 Steel Spbeze_-nd Deforming Lead Pellets

Steel apheres and deforming lead pellet' have been used as
ndels of :..ýerdrCps in studies of the rain- osion damage •
that occurs on methyl methacrylate plastic an 1100 aluminum.
On collision with these materials at reletaol•- low velocity
a steel sphere does not flow, a lead pellet flows to about
twice its original diameter, and waterdrops flow to many
-11ims their original diameter. Comparison of the damage

-ark!- male by steel spheres, deforming lead pellets, and
iteq!,1-i~ in .ollision with methyl methacrylate plastic and

with 1100 aluminum has proved to be of value in understanding
the mechaanism of failure of these materials under high-speed
watoýrirnp Impingem-nnt 3-I,2 3•'a.

An Wt','-a.• -ý...; rr:d, to u.e deforming lead pellets an
:a ! f-, watetrrorr• -:olll4•ng against neoprr.aw-coated
•,-. It. was fournd, however, that the load pellets provided
• *1 it that wi- n t,.',v, r F'" the r.noprcnc 'oc,' Ino that wan

!:z-trz •r..•rvkrts •ref&r to the llteralure references at ,

I ... ... :• r D . t
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used (the .ating Was completely removed froM the metal
'41u1htrate) and it was concluded that a softer waterdrop
model would have to be employed. It appeared that the soft
gelatin closures that are used for the co oring oil of
oleomargarine or even the somewhat rubberygelatin closures
that are used as capedles for medicinal oils might prove
to be satisfactory ',aterdrop models to f•re against neoprene
coatings.

2.2 Oil-Filled Gelatin Capsules

The restraining gelatin closure constitutes an important
point of difference between these possible two-phase models
and a homogeneous liquid drop that has no restraining skin
except surface tension to resist its flow, It was anticipated
that this objectionable difference would be less important
in the very soft gelatin closures used to .zntain the
coloring oil for oleomargarine than In tVe more durab. e
rubbery gelatin capsules used for the medicinal oils.
After extensive correspondence with the Gelatin krmducts
Division of the Scherer Corporation, however, it was found
that soft gelatin closures that would be small enough to
enter the barrel of the Benjamin Franklin air rifle that
was to be used were not avallable, and that, due to production
difficulties, it was doubtful whether such a closure of
tha required size could be manufactured.

It was decided to use gelatir -apcules containing halibut
oil that were found to be available on the local market and
that were sufficiently small to enter the Iun barrel. The
undesirable characteristic of the more durable gelatin
capsule of inhibiting the normal radial flow of the oil
may be partly overcome by soaking the capsule in water
before firing It.

The validity of usirg oil-filled gelatin capsees of
this kind as a model for waterdrops was tested by f.ring them
against methyl methecrylate plates of different thickness.
The type of 4.amage mark that forms on methyl methacrylate
as a result of Impingement with steel spheres deforming
lead pellets, and waterdrops is knowh [1, 2). A high-spet'd
movlng picture was also taken of an oii -fei-d getatin
capsule colidiii• with a methyl methacry~ate plate.

40AD, TR 53-192 Pt XIII - 3 -
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Damage marks ttlat were made on 1/8-in, and on 1/4-in.
Lu,'1te sheet are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Two points of
similarity between these damage marks and those hat were
rrnduced on methyl methaerylate by impingement oisteel
spheris, def'rming lead pellets, and waterdrops a e that:

the damage mark consists of a circle of crazing and
(b) the center spot of the collision, which is under
compression during the collision, is undamaged. Ihese
3imilarittes in the appearance of the damage marks indicate
that the mechanism by which the marks were produoed is the
samc, A

There is nn evidence of damage to the methyl methacrylate
plastic as a result of the radial flow of the oil. In the
ease of collisions of deforming lead pellets -and of waterdrops
?iit~n methyl methacrylate plastic the radial flow of the
projectile causeaýening of the craze cracks and a
rreaking out of material along the craze cracks in the
direction of the flew of the projectile n.1 2j.

From the high-speed moving picture of the collision of
an oil-filled gelatin capsule with methyl methacrylate plastic
at a velocity of about 720 ft/sec it appears that the gelatin
capsule acts as an efficient rebraining case for the
"nontained oil. The gelatin capsule appears to burst during
the col!_,.Lnn at one or more of its weakest points and the oil,
which must be under pressure, seems to be atomized or vaporized
through the resulting holes. This behavior is altogether
different from that of an Impinging liquid drop,

Although the oil contained in the gelatin capsule does
not undergo the r A.Lal-flow that a liquid drop would undergo
an a z•esult of such a collision, the gelatin capsule does
arpear to s.imulate the hard-sphere property of n impinging
liquid drop without cutting a soft rbbery coatit entirely
off the metal surface to wnich it was applied. It can be
hoped that the stretch of the gelatin capsule as it flattens
against the surface of the solid may exert a shear stress
that will simulate the shear stress exerted by the radial
flow of an impinging drop of water.

3. Response nf Several Different Neoprene Meed. Uoatings

In order to determine (a) what properties of a ncoprerp
coating operate to e.tablish its resistance to high-speed
waterdrop ImpIngcoment and (b) what properties of a neopren(I

WADe, TR 53-l9: Pr, XIII - -
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coating lead to its eventual failure wuaer high-speed
waterdrop implnement, the response of several different
neoprene coatings wes studied. The coatlngs were:
31 • C -539, MHM EC-539 modified as to curing temperaturt and
"curing time (Coatings-A 1 -B, and -C), Gates Whlte neoprene
KV-9433 and the two neoprene coating systems that have met
MIL-C-7439 requirements, Goodyear 23-56 and Gaeo N-79.

3.1 MM EC-539 Neoprene

Three 1/8-in,.thick flat panels and three 1/16-i.
thick airfoil shaped Cornell Aer.onalauical Laboratory 'ain-
erosion test specimens were sent to the Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company to be coated with MM PO-539
neoprene coating. The specimens were given one dip coat-
of EC-1022 general purpose adhesive asnprimer and two dip
coats of EC-539 neoprene based coating. The film thickness
-,as from 8 •-t O mils. The three flat panels were used for
tests by Impingement of oil-filled gelatin capsulea; the
three airfoil shaped specimens were sent to thts Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory for test by artificial rain
Impingement.

3.1.1 Damage Marks Produced on MW 1C-539 Neoprene by
Impingement of Oil-Filled Gelatin Capsules

Oil-filled gelatin capsules were fired at a flat panel
coated with MM EC-539 neoprene. Each of the oil-filled
gelatin capsules *Aat was fire' was soaked in wat..r fcr 2
min before it was inserted in the gun barrel. The point
of the gun was maintained at lapproximately 12 in. from
the target panel for each shot. Views of the damage marks
that. were midEj-the impinging oil-filled gelatin capsules
are shown In pictures 1, 2, and 3 of Figure 3.

At low magnification the damage mark that was producod
at an impingement velocity of 320 ft/sec appeared to consist
of a very dim, more or lose circular trace. It is shown
at approximately Xo magnification in picture 1 of Figure
3. When the magnificatiorn was increased the trace was seei.
to consist of raised e_-.aa of the coating along short
irregular wrinkles or cuts.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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The damage mark made by an oil-filled gelatin capsule
at an Impingement velocity of about 720 ft/sea was similar
in general appearance to that made at an mapingement
velocity of 320 ft/sec. However, the damage was more
severe; at low sagnification the circular trace appeared
not cnly to consist of a removal of gloss but of distinct
va2'.e1s. When the magnification was Increased the damae
appdaxed to be a voarse Irregular wrinkling as though the
surface skin��-ei costing had been given a two-dimensional
stretch to the point or permanent net and then released.
In some areas the wrinkling was more retgu and took on
the appearance of more or less parallel rfdges. The edges
of same of these wrinkles were so sharp that•It seemed pecsible
that they might be edges of coating that had curled or tured
up along an array of cuts In the coating. Picture 2 of
7igure 3 shows this damage mark at epproximately Xno
magnification.

Thq damage mark that resulted from the Impact of an oil-
filled gelatIA capsule at an Imlingement velocity of about 900
ft/sec had the same general appearance as the damage Marks
made at the lower Impingement velocities. However, the
Impression that the wrinkles are the rolled back edges of
cuts In the coatlng is even stronger. PIcture 3 of Figure 3
show this damage mark aT app IMtel 10 magnification.
ihan zhis damase mark was viewed with a stereomicroscope it
could be seen that It Is not flat as It appears to be In the
picture. The unrsmaged center Is not depressed but tae circle
of wrinkles or outs In depressed.

3.1.2 Damage Produced on PM SC-539 ieoprene by MpMiement
of sterd-rops

An airfoil shaped specimen of 1/16-in. aluinum alloy that
was coated with MM E0-539 neoprene was tested on the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory rotating arm tester rn 1-I./hr
artificlal rain for 1.5 min at a relative veoolty of 880
ft/see (600 m1/hr). Inspection of this spec 1en showed that
it was marked with what appeared to be circles of damsae,
Scae of these are sho* Inspicture 4 and 50 of Figure 3.
ric= s at higer ma=nifcatlon, Ir vYh±-h -ýa--1r. or the
atr Urc of the damage can be seen, a. slmof in Pigure&
4, 5, eW 6. The structure of the dmaage of vh•ch the
circles are-rsde up strongly r4sembles the wr1mrngi
cutting of which the circles produced by the impact ortt he
oil-filled gelatin capsules were made up. Te struoture

VADC TR 53-192 Pt XII -
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Is similar to the abrasion pattern for rub~er that has been
reported by Sohallamach no* 5# 6.7, See r etion 4.1.

It in possible that these circles of abrasion may be
caused by the radial flow of Individual waterdrops after the
neoprene surface has become weakened Dy other watere&op
blows that were not themselves able to cause visible damage.
The .iroles are not caused by every waterdrop that impinges
against the specimen because. If this were the case, there
would be so many circles of abraslon after 1,5 min of test
at a ',elocity of 600 mi/hr In 1-ine/hr r'z.L that they would
overlap. If these clrclese are caused by the radial flow of
water from single drops, the wrinkles or trenches of which
they are composed should be perpendicular tu radii of the
flow. This may be true of the circle of abrasion In picture
1.of Figure 5, but In the circle of abrasion shown in picture
2.of Figure 5 the trenches seem all to be oriented in the
same direction.

These circles of abrasion may have an entirely different
origin. They may be simply ralsed circles in the coating
that were left when bubbles in the coating opened during
its cure. Any protrusion above the planar surface of the
coating would be more subject to abrasion by the flow of
water over the airfoil shaped specimen tha4 the planar
s",ace itself. On this picture of thwe aC n of these marks
it would be expected that. the treenohas for a given circle
should have about the same orienl.: and chat t1:s same
orientation should be seen on other less symmetrical non-
circular protruding areas. Picture 1 of Figuro 6 provides
some evidence for this explanat Io n of the )Aigin of these
circles of abravion. The fact that areas exist that are not
circular but that are still marked with the more or eess parallel
trenches Is evidence in favor of this explanation.\\

3.2 Modified 9M BU-539 Neoprene Coat.ngs

Flat plates and Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory rain-
erosion test so ens of aluminnm alloy were aent to the
Minnesota Miinig and Manufacturing Company to be coated with
three neoprenesof different properties-. To nebprene films
were applied by dip coating to a dry de.- of 10 mils
before cure which produced a coatlig thiolkness of 8 to 10
mils after cure. The coatings that were applicd are lesignated
as Coating-ACoating-B, and Coating-C. The different. in
the properties of these coatings was produced by varyirg tne

WAD, TR 53-192 Pt XIII
B A13EC
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cnirlnjkconditlons of MM EC-539 neoprene plus EC-566 accelerator.
Coatin -A was cured at 140OF for 72 hrs; Coatn-B was cured
at 210 F for 8 hrs; Coating-C was cured at 275 for 1 hr.

The ten31le et2*nth, per cent elongation, and shear strength
of the coatings that remilted from use of these curing conditions
were determined by the Minnesota Mining and I1autacturing
Company. A pandulum-type tensile tester was used to determine
the tensile strength and the percent elongation. One-inch lap
shear bonds were pulled In . pendvlum machine to determine the
shear strength. The lap shear bonds were prepare-d aandwiching
the neoprene between alumlnum sheets using EC-1022 as the metal primer
and curing under the specified conditions. The true shear strength
nf the EC-539 neoprene film was not measured because failure alway
occurred either at the primer-to-coating or at the primer-to-metal
bond. The tensile strength, percent elongation, and shear
strength (of the adhesion bond) data for a lO-mil film thickness
are given in Table 1.

Tat .e 1.

Curing Schedule and Physical Properties of Coating-A, Coating B,
and Coating-C

Curing Schedule Tensile Shear Elongation

time temperature Strength S•rength+

hr A psi psi per cent

Coating-A 72 140 2,700 \,250 170

': ,-,tng-B 8 210 500 137

1 275 45800 500 96

'T.hear strennýhof e adhesive bond
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.3.2,1 Damage Marks Produced on Modified HW4 30-539 Neoprene
- by Impingement of Oil-Filled Gelatin Capsules

Oil-filled gelatin capsules were fired from a Benjamin
F:-zi~lini &1r rifle at flat plates coated with modified PMM EC-539
naaprene (Coating-A, Coatirig-B, ana Coating-C3). The plates
carrying the neoprene coatings were diamped against a backing
plate, The gun was held 12 ins from the neoprene coated plate
andl the gelatin capsules were fi.red at the 1l to at 900 Inciden2080
The gelatin capsules were poaked in water for P '!Iit before the 'ihotf
were made, Shots were made at velo6itles or aproximately 320,p
T20,, and 900 ft/sec. Microscopic inspection of the spots that
ware i~ruiok by the gelatin capsu~es provided t~ie following
information,

On Coating-A no marked damage was'observed as a result of
the shot made at a velodity of about 320 ft/sec. The *hot made
&t a velocity of approximately 720 ±'V/uec produced a haý.rdly
discernible semioizgole of what appeared to be auts or wrinkles
in the coating. The shot made at a velocity e~ about 900 ft/sec
produced a complete circle of what appeared to be cuts or
wrinkles in the coaibing., A view of this damage mark is 3hown
In picture L--of-1-i~tre 7.

Q. Coaving-B no damage was produced by, the shot3 that were
matdr, at the approximate velocities of 320 abd 720 ft/sec.
The shot made at A velocity of jabout 9n ft/sec produced arcs
o~f what appeared to Ue cuts or wrinkles In the coating. A
vie~w of this damage mark Is shown In pictidre 2 of Figure 7.

On Coating-C no marked damagte was produced by the shot made
.ta velocity of about 320 ft/sec or by the shot made at a

i'#loni t~y or appoxmtely 720 ft/sec. The shot made &t a
Ift1ocity of ab~out 9"00 tsopoduce aros of what appearea to

',.e cuts or wrnlsin th otn.This damagte' was siarounded
hy a large blister of ,cbating. A view of thin damage maric is

"~'wzi at two magnifications In plcteres 3 and 4& of ftguro 7.

T.- -'t'seation of Coating-A contann the damage mark shown
1::. picture I of Figure 7 was out loose fk'w h aa~mrimn plate

:1 .1-aO oirole of damage was Inspected .. nit oaffni4cations
TO :.r"Je1 of damage was seen to oonklit or z'#ised ridgds
rAges of m'bber, The some typ~e of damage (raised flaps of rubbe!')

i11.iults w'hers a sha~rp poin~ted marking' pencil or a razor 1*.!.de is
dreggeet ex.-resh the ntsuprene surftace. Such kinds of damtWQ are
#J'J-i,.rx in Figure 8. This type of damage to rubber has bt~en divcussed
by Schellawach EJ 5,7adhs en4kfoteriued as rubber
t,ý.J-slon. Throuhoout tile remainder of tnis repo~rt Wei +Ypoe
of derage us, the surface of a neoprene oa~ting will be referred
t-) as rubber abrasion, The way in which this abrasio!& is produced
in disrateaed in Section 4*.l
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The pactures of Figure 7 show thatoaly Coating-C failed
due to loss of adhesion. Frsom Table I It can be seen that
Coatirg-C had the lowest perceno elongation of the three
coatings. If a rubber coating has a high degree of rigidity
a shear stress exerted on its surface may be transmitted through-
It to the adhesion bond and If the stress. is mificlently great
the adhesion bond w,,. fall. The area of uoating that was given,,--
a- radial stretch to the point of permanent set during the
collision winl then be raised from the surface to which it
had been bonded in the form of a coating bubble or coating
blister.

It will be seen in the following sections that damage marke
comparable to those shown in Figure 7 are produced on thesecoatings b1 vey high-speed waterdrop impirgement and that
the use of oil-filled gelatin capsules as a zodel for waterdrops
in very high speed collisions is fully Justified.

3.2.2 Damage Produced on Modified XMM EC-539 Neopren.
Impingement of Water,4s

Hine airfoil shaped rain-erosion specimens were poated
wl.t,h MMM EC-539 neoprene by the Minnesota Mining and Wanufacturing
Company. The curing schedule used for these specimens\was such
that three of the specimens were of Coating-A, three of the
specamern dere of Coating-B, and three of the-specimens were of
Coating-C. These specimens were tested on the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory rotating arm tester at a vele,-.ty of 600 mL/hr L,. l-on./
hr artificial-ain-•. The three specimens of each coating were
tested for 25 sec, 1 min, and 2 min, respectively. The visual
nppearance of these specimens after test was reported. The
opecimens were returned to the National Bureau of Standards for
Study.

Examination of the specimens of Coating-A, Coating-B,
and Coating-C that were tested for 25 sec, 1 mi, and 2 min pro-
vid-ed the information that the coatings on all of these specimens
were characterized by Irregular patches of the small more or
0less rarallel shallow trenches of rubber abrasion. In many
cases these patches were circular or consisted of arcs of circle.
Pltture 1 -if Flmure 9 is a view at high magnl;.Lc''on that shows
I.he parallel-trench structure; this pleture ouss taken on a
•peclmen of Coating-C. It is difficult to take pictures at
high magrftAi' al.in-on the raln-eroslon test specimens becau:,
o! 'their curvature.
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The quantity of these patches of abrasion Increased in
amount as the test time for the coatings varied from 25 sec to 2 mine
"There seemed to- -- as much or more of this rubber abrasion within
any given period of test in the order of Coating-A least to
Coating-C most. In addition to being beset wýth the rubber
abrasion, the specimen of Coating-B that was tested for 2 min
had lost adhesion on the high-speed end with formation of
bubbling; it had also torn open there.

The waterflow from intercepted drops follows curved
trajectories on the airfoil shaped specimens; tUe f1ow runs
off on both sides of the leading edge. The curved trajectories
were clearly marked by the more or les3 parallel trench structure
of rubber abrasion on the specimens of Coating-A, Coating-B,
and Coating-C that were tested for 2 min. Picture 2 of Figure 9
is a view of these curved trajectories on Coating-C; the
leading edge of the specimen is on the diagonal from upper left
to lewer right-11TFle picture. The circuler nature of many
of the patches of rubber abrasion can be seen in this pitt.-ure.

The evidence that has been presented appeiws to indicate
that the damage that increases with time on this particular
neoprene coating system for the test velocity and rain density
that were used is the rubber abrasion which appears to be
progressir- t ? point at which it will cover the entire leading
edge of the specimen. *The percent elongation of these coatings
is in the order of Coating-A most to Coating-C least; the
developmx-nt of rubber abrasion on the suriace of the neoprenn
appearec to be in the order of Coating-A least to Coating-C
most. From this evidence It would appear that a neoprene
coating hav5ng a high elongation property should be more rain-
erosion resistant than a neoprene coating having a low elongation
propert-. Coating-A had the lowest tensile strength of the three
coatings. This, however, does not mean that tensile strength
is not an important property in a rain-erosion resistant coating.
A winimum tensile strength 10 necessary and it Is possible that
If Coating-A had' had a higher tensile strength it would have
bee-n more erosion resistant.

3.P.3 Resistance of Modified 4M1M EC-539 Neoprene to Very
Hlh Speed Waterdrop ImpinLtr.neL:u

Specimr.nd for use In waterdrop impingement testa at very
high velocity were coated with MMM EC-539 neoprene by he M!i',eso4;a
MIning and Manufacturx.-g Company. The curing Bchedules that ",',ro
tised produced Coating-A, Coating D, and Coatin-C on the burfaces
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to which the MM EC-539 nboprene was applied. These specimens
were sent to Convair where very high velocity impingement tests
were carried out.

The damage marks made by approximately 2-=, waterdrops on
Coating-A at a.n impingement velocity of l,540 ft/sec are shown
In picture 1 (o)'of Figure 10. Dimensions of the damage mark
closest to the edge of the specimen are shown in sketches l(a)
and l(b) at the left of the picture. The damage mark consists
of a oircOlar depression bounded by a circle of cutting.
See cross section In sketch l(b). The oirouiar depression
marks the region of maxImun pressare exerted by the colliding
waterdrop. The bottom of the circular trough Is roughly
half a radius from the stagnation point (center of the collision).
The diameter or the circle of cutting Is approximatel- the same
as the diameter of the waterdrop that produced the dabiage mark.
In general, the damage mark Is similar to that produced by
impigement of an oil-filled gelatin capsule at a velooit,) of
about 900 ft/sec. See picture 1 of Figure 7,

There are two poesible ways In which the c\role of cutting
may be produced. (a) Because the coating siaffers severe com-
pression, a shallow diský-shaped cavity may form in It. If this
happens, strong tensile stresses will exist in 'he sharp knee
of cc-' ..& at the periphery of the cavity. These tensile
stresses may be responsible for the circle of cutting. However,
the high percent elongation of Coating.- makes 'this exp anation
seem unlikely. It should be poksible wo bend this coating into
a very sharp knee without producing cuts. (b) A second'
explanation Is that the circle of cutting is produced by the
shear stress exerted by the radial flow of water from the
drop during the collision. On this explanation the circle of
cutting is severe zrubber abrasion. Inspection of the structure
of the circle of cutting with a stereoscopic microscope showed
that the structure of it Is completely comparable with that of
rubber abrasion.

The damage mark produced at an impingement velocity of
2,480 ft/sec is shown in picture 2(c) of Figure 10. This
damage mark consists of a central mound in the dotting surrounded
by a circular fold of coating. Dlmensýbna of "%e damage mark
are shown in sketches 2(a) and 2(b) at the left of the picture.
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It can be seen that the diameter of the eircular• fold of coating
Is amioh larger thn the diameter of the circle o*cutting
(rubber abrasion) seen In picture l(c). Inspebtion of tJils
damage niark with a stereoscopio microscope revealed that the
cirole of cutting exists at the base of the fold of coata
and Is concealed by the overhang of the fold itself. Although
the radius of curvature of the fold Is very small there are no
cuts in the coating along the top of the fold.

It would-appea-that the first stage In the formation
of this damage mark was the same as that I•eT in picture (c)'.
The shear stress exerted by the radial flow or water from the drop
was apparently great enough to break the primer bond and move
the coating out into a radial stretch that was severeenough to
induoe permanent set. The fact that there are no cuts in the
acute bending of this fold of coating is evidence that the
cirole of cutting shown In picture 1(o) Is rubber abrasion
and is not the result of a tensile failure at the peri'hery
of a disk-shaped depression,

The damage mark that was produced at an impingement
velocity of 2,588 ft/teo is shown In picture 3(c) of Figure 10.
It oonsists of a aircular spot of primer surrounded by a circular
area of bare metal, Beyond this is a region over which the
coat.i• has beeo-rbr±pped from the primer. Dimensions of the
damAge mark are shown in sketches 3(a) and 3(b) to the left of
the picture. From a comparison of the dime"lona shown in
sketches 2(a), 2(b), and 3(b) it c.: are thatbthe diameter of the
circular spot of primer in picture 3(0) corre4\;ond to the
diameter of the central raised mound in picture' 2(c) and that
the outside diameter of the circle of bare metal In picture 3(0.)
corresponds to the diameter of the fold of coating in picture
2(o), It would appeAr that In the formation of this damage
mark the stages shown In pictures 1(c) and 2(c) are reenacted.
At this higher Impingement velocity it appbars that theturning moment exerted bjy the radial flow of water .om the
collidIng drop Is strong enough to break through the circle
of cutting (rubber abrasion) at the base of the fold of
c3ating and to rip the coating off the primer. The mechanism
by whic•.h this may be accomplished is shown schematicaLly in
Wipure 3(a).

Ds, behavior, that is observed for Coting-A in this very high
velo.%Ity watcrdrop, impingement Is In agreement with Its property
of high elongation. It would appear that whereas the k.igh
elongation priperty qf Coating-A was desirable at an !.^Ingement
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valqc1.ty of 8&A-?!'r• (600 mi/hr) In that it seemed to retard
a rraiirual rbber arailun, the property is undesirable when
t.'e impingement velocity Is Increased by a fa*tor of three.

Damage marks produced on Coating-B at fouzýdifferent
velocities are shown In Figure 11 and damage mar'ks produced on
Coating-C at two different velocities are shown In Figure 12.
The damage marks shown in picture 1(c) of Figure 10, picture I of
Pigure 11 and picture 1 of Figure 12 were all made at an
Impingement velocity of approximately l,5!0 ft/nec. Each of
these damage marks consists of a circle of severc rubber abrasion.
Comparison of them Indicates that there are minor differences In
the response of the three coatings at this velocity, however.
In the case of the damage mark on Coating-A there Is a circular
trench or depression within the circle of cutting or rubber
abtision; in the ease of Coating-B and of Coating-C this circular

0,!-rarsion is essentially absent. Tis observation would seen
t- :0ndlcate that Coating-A Is more subject to being deformn
tcynn1i its ability torecover than is Coating-B or Coating-C.

nThle circle of rubber abrasion in these damage marks Is wid(;r
f. r(ratIftg-B and for Coating-C than for Coating-A. This may
indicate a greater susceptibility toward abrasion In Coating-B
and CuaLitg-C "taxi In Coating-A

The damage marks shown In plcture 2(e) of figure 10 and
-Icture. . of rigure 12 were made at almost the same impingement
velocity. These damage marks are quite diffe nt In appearance
and are in agreement with the high perc-... elo ation property
nf Coating-A and the low percent elongation prperty of Coating-C.

The damage mark shown In picture 3(c) of Figure 10 was made
at almost the same Impingement velocity as thosp shown in picture
4; -if F1gure 11. Although the damage mark mad%,on Coating-A
c.prears to be the most severe the coating in th• vicinity of
the crank on Coatinr-B Is loosened from the primer' and, probably,
had the impIngcannt velocity be-enalittle hig*er, It wou•.d have
teca torn loons to produce a damag•.. mark comparable to that on

C.at.JIng-A. However, this has not occurred at the velocity at
which the, damage mark was made and It may be concluded that
Ciatin-B3 is more resistant to waterdropImpingement at a

.It- *" • ~abn'ut 2, s0 £t/n than Is Coatl-,.A-

-. ; t: , ".it" :!.!-)preue and the Stanax' Neoprene Coatings

,, ni'- lrfrli :;telm,,ns -nd two flat ponlzs were anater.. t
*..,- ":,t,--L £81•.~:tro.r4 i (.-an, with tUnco N-79 'tn neoprene a:.4

.r',.!, ,.. r.-:: w.-- hi 1,t.- E. ,-r , r~,rp~ectively. The G(ao N-79
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tan. neonprene was applied over Qaco N-15 isooy ate primer.
The rates KV-94#33 white neoprene was applied @er KV-8600
tie-cement and KV-8582 primer. Similar epec ivnen were coated
at the Cornell Aeror~autical Laboratory with Goodyear 23-56
neoprene over Bosti~k 1007 primer. Physical pr~perties of these
e'n-atlng systems are given in Table 2.

The airfoil specimens coated with each of the three
n-~oprene coating systems were tested for rain er L~ion *'euistance
at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. The flat panels were
used for tests of the resistance of these coating systems to
impingement by oil-filled gelatin capsule3 and-by deformiing
leaxd pellets.

Table 2

Pilysical Properties of Gates White Neoprene ~nd the StandarO9
Neoprene Coatings

coatin-g Syte Physical Propertles
-~ -e 6'ff-W~ie Pee -F

Pr -rtinner Cc.-icnt Strength Adhesion at Break

'a'ýn 11-79 qcI-52,OpM 25-4io 750

'at~s-h~iteGates
YV- 'IY KV-582 Kv-e60C) 3,0o26 2-4886
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3.3.1 Damsae Marks Produced on Gates White Neoprene and the
Standard Neoprene Coatings by Impingement of
011-Filled Gelatin Capsules and of Deforming
Lead Pellets

The oll-fIllod-Selatin capsules that were used for the shots
were "*Saked in water for 2 min. They were fired at the coatel
panels fran a Benjamin Franklin air rMfle. Thý distance fr=
the muzzle of the gun to the target coating w" 2 ft. Wie
ea 8sules were fired at velocities of 320, 720, i7O, and 900
ft/sec.

Inspection at low power with a stereoscopic microscopic
showed that very little damage was done to any of the ooated
panels by Impingement of the oil-filled gelatin capsule
ý,t velocities tunder 900 ft/sec. Evidence of loss of adhesion

.dd te seen In the whiite neoprene at an Impingement velocity
of 870 ft/sec and evidence of a circle cf abrasion could be
seen in the Gaco H-79 neoprene at this Impingement te1c'lty.
Magnified views of the marks pr-Auc-4 on the three coatings
at an impingement velocity of 900 ft/sec are shown In Figure 13.

The Gaco N-79 coating appeared to be the least affected.
A circular dent In the coating was observed. The Goodyear 23-56
reepre- r ,±ng was abraded around the central point of Impact
poss~bly due to the scraping of the capsule as It spread
radially on the surface during the collision. The Gates XV-9433
white neoprene coating failed in adhesion and bubbled or'
'lifted around the central point of the collision; It appears
also to have suffered some abrasion.

Deforming lead pellets, which flow when they collide with
a salid surface at igh velocity, were also fir~d at uhe neoprene-

-ated panels. The pellets were red from the =e n FranklIn
air rinle; the pellet .-'-•cities 9e 90, 50, 5d640 ft/sec.

Magnifled views of the damage marks produced on the three
:voprene coatings at a pellet velocity of 490 ft/sec are shown In
Figure 14. In each case a circular collar or bubble of coating
wis raised about the central point of the colllsion. The Gaco
?1-79 Neopreýne coating appeared to- suffer It 1 %-.t davagý in
t-t the ent In the coati was a sen-c~oe rather thaz \a ecomplete
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The cire'-uar patch ofr;,-atIrig at, h ne f
the damage mark was cut completely free of the \remaInder of
thj- coating in the case of the Goodyear 23-56 n oprene and in
the case of the Gates KV-9433 white neoprene. The white
neoprene appeared to suffer the most extensive damage; a section
of the coatlng wes torn open. Through the open hole In the
white neoprene coatine It appeared that the Mdhsoion railure-
was between the neoprene and the underlying coio (tle-
"ement and primer).

Virews at about 2X magnification of the damage .• s that
were p rdu*ced on the three coatings at pellet velocities of 530
anl 6 () ft/sec are shown in Figure 15. The Gaco N-79 neoprene
appeared ti suffer the least damage and the Gates KV-9433
white neoprene appeared to suffer the most extensive damage.

At a vel~nity of 530 ft/sec the raised collar or bubble
r f !cating In the Gaeo N-79 neoprene was of about the same
d'.meter as that produced In It at a veloeittof 490 "t/sec but
the cut In the coating was a complete circle. The r&ised zection
(,f '-natlng in the Goodyear 23-56 neoprene was nearly twice as
large as that pr3duced in Gaco N-79 neoprene at this velocity.
ThIs may Indicate that the adhesion bonds between the metal and prlmer
and/or bctween the primer and topcoat of the Goodyear-23-56-Bostik-
1r-7 syste= are weaker than those of the Gaco-N-79-Gaco-N-15 system.
The adhes: .. fa:lure of the Goodyear coating system appeared to
tEý between the primer and the metal. The raised section of coating
in the Gaf 1es KV-9433 white neoprene was me"e than four times
liager tohan that which formed in Gaoo iN-(q neoprene at this
ve~i,,ty. There was no tearing of the white neoprene topcoat

*± t .he..peripher 7?T-he coating bubble but this did occur In the
^ase of Goodyear 23-56 neoprene. This may indicate either that
the adhes:,n' bonads of the white neoprene system are weaker than
tlf se 'If ther Gooyear-23-56-Bostik-l007 syste and permit the
r'rwth e.. a large bubble witho~ut undue stress t' the topcoat

t,-' 1.hat the white neoprene" topc-tat has higher strength propertlen
.nan theo 1--,dyeair 23-56 neoprene tipcat permitting the growth
.!a iarg, bubble In spite of strong adhesion bonds.

At a viV'city of 640 ft/sec there is no tearing mf t#he Gaco
:2 t". rnr:• n 8.t the perIphery of the aoating )ubble but sitvh

.I ng did onniar both in the Goodyear 23-7• npi. -. e aud in the
*1tes KV-9'-:3 white neoprene. There is so.a abrasion of the

rei r e surface around the circular nut in the coating in the
rf r. t},e white neoprene and rather extensive abrasion in .he
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case of the Goodyear 23-56 neoprene, but no abrasion in the
case of the Gaco N-79 neoprene.

Oil-2illed gelatin capsules and deforming lead pellets when
they collide with a solid surface simulate the damaging properties
of a waterdrop when it collides with and flows on the surface
of a solid. The two damage tools that are active in a colliding
waterdrop are the localized impact pressure and the radial flowý-
of the substance of the d&op with the concomitant stresses that
are introduced by each. The damage produced on the three
neoprene coatings by Impingement of oll-filled Rel.atin capsules
and of deforming lead pellets suggests some trends that may be
looked for in the rain erosion response of these coatings. With
regard to adhesion it can be expected that the white neopr-ene
may fail extensively, the Goodyear 23-56 neoprene may fail
moderately, and the Gaco N-79 neoprene may show little, If any,
failure of this kind. With regard to abrasion it can be expected
that the white neoprene may abrade slightly, the Goodyear -?-56
neoprene may abrade to a considerable extent, and the 0aco 21-79
neoprene may suf'er little or no abrar-ion. (With regar• •to
tearing failure it can be expected tUt the\',white neoprene
may be somewhat susceptible, the Goodyear 2 -56 may be the
most susceptible of the three, and thi GacoN-79 may be the
least susceptible of the three. The extend to whic1 these
predictions are fulfilled can be seen in the observations
recorded - the following section.

3.3.2 Damage Produced on Gates White NenDrene and the Standard
Neoprene Coatings by Impingement of Waterdropa

Rain-erosion test of the airfoil specimens that were coated
with the three neoprene systems were made,,on the rotating arm
at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. Test of the specimens
was to have been made at a velocity of 600 mi/hr in 1-in./hr
rain for periods of 10, 20, 4Q, and 60 min. Pailure of the
white neoprene coatI-g wa.s so rapid, however, that two of the
_p-cimens that were roated with white neoprene were tested at
a velocity of 500 mi/hr.

3.3.2.1 Gates KV-9 4 33 White Neoprene

The specimens that were coated with white n o..,rene were
numbered 2119 A and B and 2120 A and B. A picture of the four
eroded specitens is shown in Figure 16. Only one specimen
was tested a.A. eiocity, in a rain density, and for a ta'e
interval comparable vith that used for the other neoprene cta•.inr
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systems, This was specimen 2119 A which was tested at a
velocity of 600 ml/hr In 1-in/w rain for 10 min. The coating
on this specimen failed drastically in adhesidn between
the primer and the metal specimen-base. The coatInM loosened
to fom a large bubble that covered about -three-fourths of
the leading edge* •Ipection of the eroded coating on this
specimen with a-i-ýereoscopio microscope at a magnification of
X20 revealed an Indistinct chevron pattern in the neoprene
at the low-speed end of the specimen and some\abrasion of the
coating surface on the leading edge, There wire also randomly
spaced gouges in the coating along the leading ed'?.e from about
the center of the specimen to the high-speed end. The damage
done to this specimen was obvious to the unaided eye whereas
the sped1mmcoated with the Gaco N-79-Gaco-N-15 and with the
Goodyear-23-56-Bostik-1007 systems that were tested under the
same conditions appeared to be undamaged to this degree of
Inspection.

3.3.2.2 Goodyear 23-56 Neoprene over BecsLik 1007 Primer

The specimens that were coated wxth the Goodyear. 23-56
neoprene over BU.TW!1007 primer were numbered 2123 A and B and
2124 A and B. A picture of the eroded specimens Is shown in
Figure 17. Specimen 2123 A was tested for 10 Iin at a velocity
of 600 ml/hr in 1-in./hr rai. Inspection of this specimen with
a stereosp--.o microscope revealed a soatteringrof small round
holes In the coating down the leading edge. Evidence of the
formation of a chevron pattern in the neoprene was observed
at the low-speed end of the specimen, A crack in the coatIzj&
could be seen at about the center of thb leading edge.

Specimen 2123 B was tested for 20 min uxnder the same Oondittons
of velocity and rain rate., Microscopic inspection of this specimen
also revealed a scattering of small round holes In the coating
down the leading edge. The chevron pattern in the neoprene at
the low-speed end of the specimen was more distinct. There was
a -oating bubble at aboit the center of the leading edge and
a humpy structure at the high-speed end indicating loss of
adhesion. There was some abrasion or tearing away of the surfaae
layer espe'.lally at the high-speed end. There were also some suturea,
or cracks in the coating mainly at the hlgh-spoed end of the specimen.-

Specimen 2124 A was tested for 40 min under the same conditions:
of velocity asd rain rate. Microscopic inspection of this specimen..
again revealed a scattering of small round holes down the i.ýidlrg
edge. The chevron pattern in the neoprene at the low-speed end
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waa distinot. There was strong bubbling or lifting of the
coating along the leading edge Indicating loss of adhesion,
and there was abrasion by souffing up of the surface layer
especia•lly at the high-speed end. There were also some
sutures or cracks in the ooating.

Specimen 2124 B was tested for 60 ian under the same
conditlors of velocity and rain rate. Inspection of this
specimen with the microscope revealed a strong chevron pattern
In the neoprene at the low-speed end of the speoien. The
coating on this specimen was torn open down vast M&f the
leading edge. There was a strong abrasicn of the surface
layers and a grainy struwture at the high-speed end of the
specimen.

Some additional data are available for the progress of
erosion on Goodyear 23-56 neoprene S3x epoxy laminate
airfoil shaped specimens were coated with Bostik 1007
primer and with Ooodyear 23-56 neoprene at the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory to be tested along with some
nylon specimens for the purpose of ocvparlsoný The specimens
were numbered 2152B through 2157B, inolusive.\ The coating
system was 12 mils tick, Rain erosion tests vwere conduotd
at a velocity of 500 mi/hr in 1-in./hr artificial rain for
time Intervals Of 8, 10, 30, 35, 4•, and 100 min.

Microscopic inspection of specimen 2152B ýhat was
tested for 8 min showed the presence of sutures or short
cracks or cuts at the high-speed end of the specimen.
There was also a background of patchy or spotty removal\
of a thIn surface layer of coatlng on this part of the
specimen. In the center of the specimen the surface gloss
war-removed from protrusions.

Inspection of specimen 21533 that was tested for 10 min,
showed a strngr general abrasion of the surface at the
.. gh-speed end; a thin surface layer of coating was removed.

There were a few broken out spots in the remain'ng dull
surface. In the central area of the leading edge there were
only closely spaced areas In which a thin layer of coating
had been removed. This provides a clue as to how the total
removal of the surface layer at the high-spe-. e-.." of
the specimen was accomplished. It appeared as though
material had been scraped,torn, or peeled from the surface
In many closely spaced spots. Close to the low-speed end
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of the specimen there were only islands of etchI.= in an
• Lnetched surface. At the low-speed end of the •peolmon the
3.jrfa-e was essentially unetohed and only isolated patches
of etching existed. Tilting of the specimen to tiew
the area slightly off the leading edge showed that
there was poor methanical coverage of the glass fabric
with the neoprene; cutting failure was evident in the
areas between the woven glass fibers.

Inspection of specimen 2154B that was tested for 30 min
showed that a-eompl-ete surface layer had been uniformly
renoved- from the high-speel end. Many im..11 crac.3 or
sutures existed that could be a general deterioration
of the coating by uttack of ozone of of hydr6xyl ions.
At the center and at the low-speed end of this specimen the
surface layer was simply removed.

Inspection of specimen 2155B that was tested for 35 min
showed that the surface layer had been completely removed
from the high-speed end of the speclen. Several very
deep holes and many of the sutures could be seen in this
part of the specimen. The etching away of the surface
layer extended completely to the low-speed end. In the
center of the leading edge the coating was rolling in
appearance Indicating possible loss of adhesion and there were
occ~sional brokeerrt sports. At the low-speed end of the
spe: -L...•.•e coating also had a rolling appearance. There
were several pits that appeared to have been 'ormed by
bubbles that opened in the coating: these pit• did not seem
to be nuclei for more severe erosion.

Inspection of specimen 2156B that was tested for 40 min
showed that the high-speed end was strongly abraded and was
alligatored with sutures to a degree that might be referred
to as a rotting of the surface layers by cracking. See
Figure 18. It appeared that the sutures eventually circumscribed
hunks of coating which then broke away. In the central part
of the leading edge the sutures were broad and shallow
and there were broken out spots, At the low-speed end of
the specimen there were shallow broken out spots with
evidence of small cracks or sutures, There were also
splierical pits that may have formed when bubbles opened
in the coatinp' but again these did not a.e.. to have grown
into damage centers.
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SVisual Inep.nlWfi of specimen 2157B that was tested for
100" min showed 1wo areas in which the coatIng was torn away
down to the laminates Microsoopic inspection jiowed severe
loss of material between sutures at the hignis'eed end of
the spezimen; deep cracks or sutures existed in\the coating,
See Figure 18, In the center of the.nading edge'there were
isolated areas containing sutures and Isolated broken
out spots existed; there were several deep broken
out spots. At the low-speed end of the specimen there was
complete removal of the surface layer, general shallow
eroslon, and evidence or formation of shallow autz, es,

The erosion that was produced on Goodyear 23-56-Bostik
1007 neoprene coated specimens at a velooit7 of 500 =I/hr
is remarkably different from that produced at a velocity
of 600 mL/hr, At a velocity of 500 m/hr the erosion
appears to consist of a.,general mechanical abrasion accompanied
by a crack formation that could be due to attack of the
neoprene by ozone or by hydroyl Ion. See Section 4.2. At
a velocity of 500 mi/hr the crack formation appears to be
the factor that contributes most towerd eventual drastic
failure of the coatings Blemishes such as bubble& that
may have opened In the coating during cure do not appear
to be nuclei for erosion attack, This is evidence that
holes in the surface of a neoprene coating do not
le.d to . serious failure of the coating unless or until
the coating as a whole over the area of rain Impingement
has become rotted or degenerate, An inta.%;'a network.
of cracks appears to serve this purpose and to0 ead to
drastic failures.

At a velocity of 600 mi/hr the mode of fai ure Is the
production of a chevron pattern along the traje tories of
water flow from the Impinging drops. There is notable
cementitious deposit especially on the ends of a spealmen
that was tested at a velocity of 600 ml/hr whereas this
deposit Is n• ligible when the test is 'carried out at a
velocity of 500 ii/hr Precipitation of calcium salts
appears to occur in the water of the intercepted drops when
solid specimens are rotated through the artificial rain
of tap water at a velocity of 600 u!i/hr, The h•adriess
in parts per ll•ion-of calcium carboats for e- e vap water
used is 22. This Is a relatively low hardness.
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-the bollerswcale equation is i

Ca(H1C03 )2  V CaC03 + H2 \+ C02 I'
and the equi41brium reaction is forced to the 'Ight by
loss of the gaseous product, It is possible that the
loss of carbon dioxide may be caused In, the open system
of a colliding waterdrop by the. Impact pressure or by
a temperature rise in the water of the drop as a result
of the high-speed collision,

In an e*tQr~t to throw some light on the mechanism
that produced precipitation, experlments of a preliminary
natare were performed in which concentrated solutions of
calcium bicaroatj were irradiated with sound.
It was found that precipitation of calcium carbonate only
occurred If the solution was allowed to beoeme warm durinr
the irradlation,

The fact that mineral salts preolpitate in the water of
the &rtificial rain drops as they collide with a rapidly
movin• solid Is Important in the problem of testing the
resistance of materials to highpspeed rain-erosion damage,
It is es'-Ually important in studies of the mechanism by
which tniA type of damaae occurs because the erosion damage
is partly caused by the flow of the impingi. waterdrops.
The erosive action of the flow of water that Is carrYin
a precipitate 3s nore destructive than that of the flow
of water alone; It .s a serious problem in dredging pumps
and-y ulloibghes. Eroslon due to flowing water that
is carryiM a precipitate results from the e"llision of
particles suNpeid in the water aginst the 4solid surface
over which the flow occurs and by the ýra of these particlesover the solid gsurfage under the action of h74c fodycesa

Ilgaz /I/has studied the wearing of a plane surface by
a sand-laden Jet of water, He found that the eqnation

u- i s° '7 o.7 Vo

where U Is the rate of wear, Ic is a proportionality con-t-i.,
C, is I.e -o*cmntra.lon of the transported materia&4Vo ie tX,
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velocity of the mixture, and S is the cross section of the Jetp,
could be used to describe the results. A picture of the wear
produced on rubber by impingement of such a Jet is similar
to the wear pattern produced on a neoprene coating during
test on the rotating arm apparatus in an artificial tap
water rain aS-xayelocity of 600 ml/^r. In the case
of- the Impinging sand-laden Jet the wear grooves are
radial lines from the stagnation point, that is, the wear
grooves are in the direction of the water fNow. In the
tase of the airfoil-shaped rain-erosion spocimens
coatpa with neoprene, the wear grooves are h)evron-shaped,
that jis the wear grooves are also In the direction of the
water flow down and away from the leadi•g edge of the
airfoil shape.

The effect of the flow of grit-laden water may be
more serious on one material than on another; it is, furthermore,
not a genuine aspect of real rain lmpin•ementp Consequently,
it may cause divergence of test rej.ults from what is i',und
under seivice conditions, Every effort should be m.de to
reove. this undesirable feature from the rotating-am rain-
erositi test,

A further discussion no' the effect of hardness in the
water.used for the artificial rain is given in Section .oll,

3.3.2,3 Gaco N-79 Neoprene over Qaoo U-15 Primer

The specimens coated with OGao N-79 neopren. over Gaoo
M-15 primer were numbered 2121 A and B and 2122 A and B.
A picture of the eroded specimens is shown in Figure 19.
r0%cimen 2121 A was tested for 10 min at a velocity of
M mi/hr in 1-in/hr rain, •ti-oescopio inspection of this

specimen showed that there wat a scatterlnsgof small round
holes down the leading edge. There were alo quite
a few much smaller holes that may possibly have been produced
by the tearing loose of grains of coating because this
coating was very grainy In structure, Thaer was no
evidence of a chevron pattern in this 0aco 0oating. At
high magnifcat3 1 some evidence of what might be the
=nitatlon of sutures could be seen,

3pecimen 2121 B was tested for 20 mrin under the 'samc
conditionr of velocity and rain rate. Microscopic inspecti.on
of this spec•imen again revealed a scattering of small
r holes down the leading edge. The-coating was,
f~thermore,,Deppered-with the mailer holes that were noted
on specinm-m 21 A. There was an abrasion or tearing away
of surface la-ers especiolly around tae =03 holes of
both sizes. !here was no evidence of a chevron pattetrn
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in the neoprene* At high magnification there was evidence
of the initiation of sutures or cracks in the coating.

Specimen 2122 A was tested for 40 min underi--the sa
conditions of velocity and rain rate. There was a general'
abrasion ot the surface of this specimen and many of the
very mull holes that t1-e notice" on speo iens 2121 A and B.
There were quite a few dutues or craftcs the coating.
There was a tearing out of pieces of ooat fram the
surface at the higho-spedd end. There was also a peeling
or tearing back of the coating from thoe extreme edge of
the high-speed endp A valid comparison be~een the
Goodyear 23-56 and Gaco N-79 coatings cahnnt be made on
this point, however, because the Goodyear 23-56 coating liad
been applied not only on the specimen but also on •e
shoulders where the clips fasten the specimen to th;
propeller so tha; the edge of the coating was protected
from the colliding waterdrops; in the case -of the ,,ecimen
coated with Gaoo N-79 the shoulders had been left bare
of coating so that the water from the Impinging drops had
access to the -dgeof the coating. There was an undistioct
chevorn-liki pattern in the neoprene of this specimen;
it exists at the high-speed end of the specimen whereas
the chevron pattern in the Goodyear 23- neoprene apperaied
in the low-spaed end' of the specimen.

Specimen 2122 B was tested for 60 mi under the same
conditions of velocity and raIll kata. Microscopic inspection
of this specimen revealed increased abrasion wear And
tearing'out of pieces of coating mater.Al from the
surface. The coating was also peeled or torn back extensively
from the extreme edge of the high-speed end where the impinging
drops had access to the edge of the coating. There was
an indistinct chevron-like pattern in the neoprene of
this specimen mainly at the high-speed end. There were
many sutur~.s. acka in the coating.

In general it can be said that the white neoprene
failed preiaturely due to loss of adhesion; the intrinsic
resistance of the coating itself was easentially not
tented. Although the adhesion failur.; oa the Goodyear, 23-56
wrs less drastic than that of the white neoprene, It showe'z
definite adhesion failume. At the end of 40 min of test the
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3aoo-N-79-Gaco-N-15 system showed more abrasion than the
Goodyear.23-56-Bostik-1007 system but the Goodyear ooating
had lost adhesion so that It failed drastically at the
end of the 60-main test period whereas the Gaco coating
had not as yet failed drastically. Adhesion appeared to .
be the weakness-leading-to-fallure of the Goodyear
coating; graininess appeared to be the weakness-leading-
to-failure of the Gates coating. Both coatings developed
sutures or cracks.

The email round holes tha; were observed In both
the Good .ere556 and the Qaco N-79 coatlngs are
""ver1ylikely due to air bubbles. The bUbples may have
risen to the surface and burst during thp cure of the
coatings or the bubbles may have risen oose to the
surface during the cure and may have burst only when they
were struck by intercepted waterdrops.

The very small holes that were >nly characteristio
of the Oaco N-79 coating may be the result of the tcaring
out of grains of this very grairnr ooating. The number
of these holes appeared to increase with the length of the
teat time. The holes of both sizes appeared to provide
a foothold for abrasion failure of the Oaco-N-79-Gaoo-N-15
system. Material was torn out from around the holes.

in general the failure of the three neoprene coatings
in rain erosion test was in agreement with the predictions
made for them on the basis of their resistance to
impingement with oil-filled gelatin capsules and with
deforming lead pellet%.
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4. Possible Modes of Failure of the Neoprene Topcoat

The most probable mechanisms that may be responsible
for the tallure of the neoprene topcoat ore the rubber abraeloc
that has been referred to extensively throughout this report,
chemical deterioration and mechanica fatigue* These
mechanisms are discussed In the following sections.

k.l Rubber Abrasion

The process of abrasion is not clearly understood.
There appear to be as many abrasion mochanisms as there
are wajs of produoing abrasion. on surfaces, E3perlmental
work that has been done on the moving of one metal
surface over another without lubrication indicates that
this process is not continuous but Is oharacterized by
a "stick-slip" behavlor. Bowden and Leben tejstate
that their experiments suggest that friction Is due to
a welding together of the metals at local points of conraot.
This is the stick"-step. They regarded theme Iunvt.nfts
as being large compared with the dimensions 'f a molecule
and concluded that when they are broken the metal is
distorted to a considerable depth. The breaking of he Junctions
is the "slip"-step and is aoocepanied by a temperature flash.
Morgai•. Muskat, ard Reed E3 later concluded that melting
is now- necessary to establise the "stick-slip" behavior and
ascribed the temperature flashes on the "sliý"-step to
dissipation of enorgya

The oaftlnf rubber Is also a "stick-slip" process.
Schallamach [is, 5,n has found that the abrasion trace left
by a needle on a pure gum vulcanl2ate rubber is not continuous.
It consists of isolated pits or tears; they surfaoe material
between the pits or tears is undamaged. In regard to
the abrasion caused by a needle, Sohallamach postulated
that (a) the needle pricks a mall hole In the rubber, and,
as the needle moves a bulge of rubber is built Up in front
of it; eventually, (b) the needle moves over this bulge
simultaneously pulling out a thong of rubber that breaks
either at Its root or at the needle tie. Step (a) Is the
"stlckw-step and step (b) Is the "slip -step. See Figure
20. The mechanism of needle abrasion potU '*ad by
Schalljosaft depends on two factors, namel7, the bulge
of rubber mutadhere by friction to the tip of the needle
against the-IX-'of the elastic forces, and the tentil-
properties of the material must admit of ae deforma;t'.-n
wlhout failure.
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Schallamach has found that an array of nearly parallel
ridges is often produced on rubber surfaces-by abrasion.
He refers to this array as the "abrasion pattern". The
ridges of the abrasion pattern run at right angles to
the direction o brasion and are asymnetric with respect,
to this d-c ton. They are characterized by overhanging
crests that lean against the directSP~n o' abrasion.
According to Schallamach the ridges are gll bent backwarda
during the abrasion and material is "removed by abrasion"
from what in the relaxed state was the underside of the
ridges. Schallamach .remarks that the orie.r. of the
abrasion pattern id not yet fully underetood and states
that It "is most" probably a consequence of the combinationof high elasticity and high coefficient of friction whichIs characteristic of rubber".

In view of the observation that the circles of damage
prdueied on a lO-mil thickness of MM EC-539 neoprenei by
the impingement of waterdrops may be the result of an
abrasion proce5ss -some elementary observations of the
-abrasion orbhis rubbery ooatIzZ were made. An abrasion
similar to that observed by Schallamach w's found to-
result when a sharp-pointed tungsten carbide marking
needle was drawn across the surface of the\coating.
See nictures 1 and 2 of Figure 8. The damage is
diacontinuous and consista of a succession of pits or
tears. The flap of rubber torn out of the surface in the
making of each of these tears re".:"crs in such a way that
it points in the direction from which the marking pencil
was moving. In pictures 1 and 2 of Figure 8 the marking
pencil was moving downward and it can be seen that the flaps
of rubber ripped up In making the individual tears point
upwards.

The abrasion of this rubbery coating that results when
a razor edge is drawn across it was also observed*
Irregularities along the razor edge produce a result that
is equivalent to that which would be produced by a series
of needle points moving along a line. See picture 3 of
Figure 8. From time to time the cut in the rubber Is

oeontinuous over the space of several oe the irregular
protrusions on the razor edge. The &iVs w.' rubber
that tre raised from the surface again point in the
direction from which the razor edge moved, that is, toward
the left of the picture.
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The needle Is able to grip the rubber and.to force
the rubber up Into a bulge as it moves only because the
coefficient of friction between the needle and the rubber
Is high. If, indeedhigh-speed rain erosion progresses
by a similar meohanism on neoprene the extent of erosion
damage on comparable specimens should be reduced on a
specimen for which the coefficient of friction between the-----
radially flowlng water from the drop and the rubber surface
is reduced. Roth, Driscoll, and Holt l.10_7 have found
that graphite and canter oil reduce the coefficient of
friction between rubber and steel. They fo,.d that these
materials also serve to prevent Increase of the coefficient
of friction between rubber and steel with increase of speed
of the relative motion of the rubber and steel surface.
In an effort to obtain evidence with regard to the
hypothesis that neoprene erodes by abrasion under
waterdrop Impingement the effect of applying graphite,
oil, and detergents to neoprene coatings during rain
erosion test was explored.
4.1.1 Effect of Hardness in the water Used for the Artificial

Rain and of the Use of a Wetting Agent In the

Water

Elght airfoil specimens were fabricated d coated with
neoprene at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. The
specimen-bases were of 2024 aluminum alloy. They were
lightly sanded and cleaned with a cl2... dampened in toluene.
One coat of Bostlk 1007 primer and 1* coats o Goodyear
23-56 neoprene were brushed on the specimens 5 mmn air
dry was allowed between coats. The dry film thicknes4 was
approximately 16 aile. The coatings were cured at room,temperature for 10 days. They were numbered 1693 A an Bthrough 1896 A and B.

Specimens 1893 A and B were tested at a velocity of 500
mi/hr in 1-in4,wartificial rain. Ordinary hydrant water
having a hardness of 22 pcm was used to make the artificial
rain. The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory reported that
the coating Started to erode in 12 min. The test was
stopped at the end of 50 min. At the end f this length
of time the high speed end of the leadinr edge of each
spe1lmen was strongly eroded; the low-speed end was eroded
to a lesser deeree. See picture 1 of Figure 21. Inspection
of these specimens showed very little, but some, evidei:
of a ecmentitious deposit from tVe water.
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Ni .NMcroscopic inspection showed the presence of isolated,
surprlsing round, small holes especially o the low
speed end of specimen 1893 B. Deep circul r holes that
were surrounded by a torn-out area wero ob rvedo
This may be evidence that the coating was torn away
around holes of this kind by the radia! flow of drops
after the holes themselves had formed. In the case of
at least one such round hole on specimen 1893 B, a thin
layer of coating material that was about the size of the
mouth of the hole appeared to be lying on the bottom
surface of the hole. This observation ma.y Indicate that
these holes are formed when the thin skin .of coating
over bubbles, which exist in the coating Itself and
which are near the surface, is broken In.

The process of erosion appeared to be the tearing
away of thin segnents of coating material at the surface
of the coating. After a roughened surface Is formed,
further erosion eauld be expected to progress rapidly
because the impact pressure of additional dropz Uxat
Impinge is multiplied in depressu.ons of the surface
roughness and the velocity of the radial flow, which
governs Its ability to tear more of the coatin away,
Is increased. Cuts or tears which could be due to attack
of the neoprene by ozone or by hydroxyl ion were also
evIde', in the roughened surface of the coating on
spe-amen 1893 B. Qualitatively similar dae features
were observed on specimen 1893 A. Tlnerodec areas on
the sides and away from the leading edge of\ both speciLnen
1893 A and 1893 B were grainy In appearance.

Specimens 189 A and B were eroded at i velocity of
600 ml/hr In 1-in./,r artificial rain for 10 min. The
artificial rain was again of ordiuary hydrant water having a
reported hardness of 22 ppm. The only difference i0 the
test conditions of specimens 1894 A and B and specftmjns 1893
A and B was the velocity at which the specimen struck the
waterdzops of the artificial rain and the test time.
Visual inspection of these specimens showed that although
they were tested at a higher velocity-and for a longer
period of time Um -specimens 1893 A and P, they were
eroed t• a esser degree. Microscop!i cx~m.m._%t•n
indleated that the erosion was also of a dIfferent charanter.

The low-speed end of the leading edg was charawii..•-tze.
by a chevron pat~ern of erosion in the neoprene coati!n 3e-B
SIdtture 1 of Figure 22. The point of the chevron faced the
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low, speed and of the specimen. The eroded surface was
rippled but was suw isingly inooth and almo t free ot the
erosion characteris~ios that'vere found an 0s9teimrs 1893
A and D a~ ae few x a holes and to !~u ara"
could be see At the high-speed end of the leading edge
or the specimten the chevron pattern was almost obliterated

bya generally beats texture of the eroded sufaces
eo picture 2 at Fi8gure 22. Cracks that c=4 be due to

attack of the neoprene by ozone or by Wqro,.~ i)n could
be seen, A camentitious mineral deposit existed at b~oth
ends ot the specimene The appearance of sppi34 l89
S was quaZitatively similar.

Speo3mens, 1895 A and B were tested under the same
conditions and for the same length ot-time as were specinens
1894 A and D but the water used for *the artificial rain
was passed-throughy-a -softener and was reported by the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory to havea, h.ardness of ler-m
than 2 pM.9 These specimens eroded in a " "nr slimilar *to
that of specimens 1894 A and B, Comentitiobus deposits
were observed at both ends of these specimens showing
that the softened water used for the artificial rain
contain"e enaugh hardness to allow precipitation to occur,
The chevron pattern at the low-speed end of the leading edge
was less 4istinct than on specimens 1894A and R but the
beady Uextiare of the surface at the high speed end was
about the same. The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
reported that In the case of specimen : 394 A and D the

chvron pattern was first detected after 25 aki of test but
that In the case of specimens 1895A and B it appeared only
arter 40 mmi of test, This observation appears to
ipdicate that-the-chevro pattern Is related to the amount
of-Me~dness In the water and hence to the amount at
cementitious precipitate that can comie out \ot it. Theý
observation that the general beady texture ~t the high-speed
end ot the specimen after the-surn test timx (140 min)
was about as distinct as on specimens 1894A and B seems
to Indicate that it may be a result of the water flow
and/or of the texture of the neoprene coating now than
of the amount at precipitate present in the water*
There were quite a few sutures or cracks In %#b coating
an both apecimens.
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Specimens 1896 A and B were tested under the same
conditions as specimens 1895 A and B except that the total test
time was 130 mnn and that 1.0 g ot My=ine 1622 germicldal1
wetting agent was added to each 0.5 gal of water that Was_--
used to make the artificial rain. The addition of the
we6tin sfiToreduced the surface tension of the softened
water frce 75 d/ci to 35 d/cm. The Corne~j Aeronautical
Laboratory reported that the Ooodyear 23-b neoprene coating
appeared to be softer on these two specimens and that a
chevron pattern similar to that which appeared on specimens
1895A and B was detected after 40 min of tts..

microscopic Inspection of these specimens showed the
presence of a eementitious deposit at both ends. The
erosion was similar In appearance to that which formed on
specimens 1895 A and B, namely, a din chevron pattern at
the low-speed end and a beedy structure of the surface
at the high-speed end. There were a few round holes ',•d
torn-out spots. On specimen 186 S a section of coating
was turned back so that the reverse side of It (the side
that had been bearing against the alumumn alloy pecimen-
base) could be seen. The revezrse ide of the coating had
a beady structure without having suffered erosion at all.
See picture 2 at Figure 21. This observation appears to
indlecate that the beady structure of the surfade that formed
at Wle hugh-speed end of the specimens durin tort Is
related to the coating Itself as wel as to the water
flow or to the presence of a pre.4.:ete In the water*
The presence of globules or beads In the coating ot1d
result from use of neoprere that was not efficiently
dispersed during compm ng or It could be due to the
use of old material in whch partial coagulation has
occurred. Addition of diluent to such maser'al would
not disperse the aggregates. nspetion 'a torna
edge of the coating on spt -men 1696 B showed some evidence
of separation of layers of the coating. Both speailmn 1896
A and spe'elmen 1896 B contained maniy nuturqs or cracks
that could be due to atta.k by ozone or byFbydro•l ion.

4.1.2 Effect of Detergent Applied to the Coating

Four airfoil specamens were tab at •f -2 \alf1o
at thn Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. They vore GO&%"eW th
Bostik 1001T primer a&n4 with Goodyear 23•56 neoprene (brush
coat). After air drying for one week,, the specimens i-re
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dried in a dessicator overnight and were then weighed on
a chemical balance. Two of the specimens (Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory numbers 1400 A and 1401 A) were
brished with a concentrated solution of alkyl aryl
sulforate and were air dried for at least one hour. *
Each of these specinens was tested with an, untreated
control specimen (Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
numbers 1400 B and 1401 B) at a velocity of 600 mi/hr in
1-in,/hr artificial rain* After each 10-min I terval of the
first two hours of the test, the four specimen• were dried
in a dessicator overnight and were then wei.cad\ before
another film of detergent solution was applied to the
treated specimens. This procedure was repeated at 20-min
intervals during the remainder of the test. weight
losses of these specimens at the end of the l0-•"win

intervals of test during the first two hours of test
are plotted In Figure 23.

Inspection of the eroded speeimens at X 20 mag:iation
revealed that specimens 1400 A (treated with detergentý and
1400 B (control), which were tested for ek total of 260
miin, were in about the same state of erosion, There was
a• fairly dist�n�~heVrOn pattern at the low-speed end
of these specimens and small .oating bubbles and torn-out
spots at the high-speed end. Specimen 1401 _4
(treat4 witn detergent) appeared to be slightly more
eroded than specimen 1401 B (control). These'specimens
were tested for a total of 320 min. T wes a strong
chevron pattern at the low-speed end, a general beadiness
in the central part of the leading edge, coating bubbles
over most of the leading edge, and torn-out spots at the
high-speed end of these specimens. All four specimens
contained quite a few cracks or sutures that may be due to
attack of the neoprene by ozone or by hydroxyl ion.

The microscopic inspection showed that there Was
little If any difference in the appearance of the specimens
treated wi th Jl rarl sulfonate and the controls.
Fro4f -3 r, can wen cuziw,.Luu va%ý t *_&'1 ,1 .
sulfonate washed off too soon to be of any rel benefit or
that it wea of little cnnsequence to the er...inr. damage
whether the surface of the coating was nydrcoh L.Lc or
hydrophoLiln.
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From Figure 23 it can be seen that the weight loss
sustained by the specimens in equal intervals of time is not_
constant. During the first two hours of test, peak losses
occurred in the intervals 10 to 20 mni, 30 to 40 min, 70

.to 80 min, and 100 to 110 min. This seems to Indicate
that tnere are preparation periods, in iwhch little or
no erosion loss occurs, followed by periods in which loss
is accomplished. The preparation periods may be
characterized by the development of structures without loss
of material, such as coating bubbles, which are later
"torn open with loss of material. The development of
surface cuts, cracks, or tears without loss of material
may, similarly, be followed by a tearing away of small
pi3ces of the coating when the water from additional
impinging drops Is driven into them, or by the falling
away of pieces of coating material from beween
circumscribing cracks,

While the qrosion leading to the chevr n pattern in
the neoprene at the low-speed end of the opeoimen apppo.%s
to "e a gradual wearing through of the coatIng Itself
by the flow of grit-laden water, It appears•that erosion
due to the high-speed intercepting of waterirops may be the
result of the gradual development of coating\bubbles due
to loss of adhesion between the coating and t2he spe64men-base
followed "y loss of the coating material that formed\ \the
bubble, .the gradu&l etching out of coating grmiules or
of for3ign particles in the coating followe& by loss
of the granules or particles, and the- radual development of
surface cuts, cracks, or tears followed by the removal
of material _rour them, or between them.

4.1.3 Effect of Graphite and Oil Apvlied to the Surface
of the Specimen

Four airfoil specimr.e-s were fabricated, coated with
neoprene, and tested for rain erosion resictance at the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. T1e sp.-cimen-bases were of
2024-0 aluminum. They were coated with zsostik 1007
primer and with 10 mils of Goodyear 23-56 neoprene.
After a 10-day air dry, the specimens, whltwh we. nmnbered
1390 A ani B and 1391 A and B, were tested for rain-erosion
resistance at a velocity of 600 ml/hr in 1-1n./hIr artificial
rain. One specimen was rubbed with colloidal graphite
(Aquadag) apawnxth r was rubbed with castor oil at l0-m!n
Inter1al3 during the test; two df the specimens were tested as
nontreius, that is, without a surface trent ent.
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It was reported that when the whirling ama was stopped
after each 1O-ein Interval of tests the-fils of graphiteand eaeter oil appeared to have been washed off the lead"n
edge* and-ta-vsa exmntion of the coatings on
thoee specimens at the end of*75 min of test show6d no
appreciable difference In the amount or ope of erosion.
The time to erode through the coating wasB\in each- case 70
min with the exception of specimen 1390 B for which It was
6a min,.

Inspection of these specimens with a sta eoscopie microscope
produced the f^UovUn observations. There were s wmall
round holes In the coatift on specimen 1390 As vhich had beesi
rubbed with graphite at 10-mn Intervals during the tea.t
These round holes were suvvoimded with a collar of the
coating material and appeared to have been air bubbles in
the neoprene that were near the surface and that had been
broken open by the wae blows fThere was a dim
p.hey pattft, -iz the coating at the low-speed end of the
specifen and a beadIness at the hlih-speed end which was
of a finer texture than that observed on specimen 1894 A.
There were also large coating-bubbles that had been squashed
by the wateudro blows. These bubbles Inv&1ve the entire
thickness o' the coating and form as & result of lose of adhesion
between the coating and the specimen-base to which it was applied.
Ther- were also short cracks or sutures In the ooating.

The coating on speclan 1390 P. -. 4eoh was a control that
had no surface treatment, Is peppered over the bntire leading
edge with m round small holes (Sbe Figurs 24) that have
a raised collar of neoprene = them. The may have
been caused by air bubbles In the coating that were broken
open by the wa m ipacts. Rme mak1 bumps exist that
have no hole In them and It Is possible that these are air
bubbles in thE neoprene that are near the surface. There
is a din chevron pattern in the coating at the low-speed
end of the specimen and a pebbled structure at the high-speed
end of it that Is fine in texture in comparisod with the
beady- structure of specimen 1V94 A. Coating-bubbles
that involve the entire thickness of the Ooating also exist;
two of these have been torn open so that the urtface of
the 2024-0 specimen-base can be seen, MNe c ar•-•)s and sutures
also can be seen 'n the coating.
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There was a dim chevron pattern in' he neoprent at the) low-speed end of specimen 1391 As which as rubbed with
castor oil. The chevron pattern on this 6pecimen was
less distinct than that on the other specimiens used
:lo this study. A pebbled structure of the surface, which'*as of a finer texture than that on specimen 1894 A,
existed atthelow dpeed end of the specimen and extended
to the high-bdeed end. There were spots where the coating
appeared to have lost adhesion; at the hih-speed end it
was torn open to the 2024%-0 aluminum specimen-base.
Mhere were also short cracks or sutures in the coating.
Observations made on specimen 1391 B ware similar to
those on specimen 1391 A.

There is very little difference inthe degree of eroslon
that was produced on specimens 1390 A and B and on specimens
1391 A and B. This appears to indicate that the use of
graphite or oil has little, if any, effect in retarding or
in mitigating the erosiVrn. The che.vron pattern in tU.e
neoprene at the low-speed end of specimen 1391 A was less
pronounced than that on the lw-speed end of the other
specimens used in this study and this may indicate that
oil on the surface of the specimen does afford some
protection against the flow of the waterdrops after
they impinge.

An additional test of the effect of application of
oil to the specimens was made using silicone oil, which it
was thought might be more tenaelous than the castor oil that
was used. Four 2024-0 aluanimn alloy a1rfoil shaped test
specimens were fabricated at thT Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory and were hr'zsh coated with Goodyear 23-56
neoprene uxsing Bostik 1007 as the primer. \The coating
tht.kness was appr-,xidiat.ely 11• ils. After air djying fcr
five days the specimens were placed in a desiccator over-
,&ight; they were then weighed.- Specimens 2378 A and
2378 B were brush'd with a thin film of silicone oil
(viscosity 300 centi3tokes) prior to rain-erosion test
at a velocity of 513 nL/hz iit 1-in./hir rain. Specimens
2379 A d-2_ rrwefr, not coated with the silicone
oil. At the end of a 5-min test interval the specimens
were stored in a desiccator overnight ,n@ ere weighed
again. Specimens 2378 A and B were tv.4' brushed again with
sil-.1one i1l and the cycle f pvoaedure was repeated, The
total test time accumulated on the specimens was frc•i 60 to 70
min. The wei.Zht losses that were sustained by the a.ricimene
are shown graphically in Figure 25.
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M1croscopic examination of the specimens led to
t,,! conclusion that the type anA de~ree of lama~e that was
uit3V.ined by the *il-treate' o',zn.1. n by tha dntr.l

3.3it•iens was about the same. In general, it consisted
f a di.m chevron pattern at the low-speed end of t.a

a •c.•n and of broken out spots at the low-speed end
whtch Increaso&-Mirensity toward tVe high-speed end
•tnnt k t' the high-speed end there was a swath down
the center of the specimen from which a copete lay-r of

ttai .•attrial had been L'emved. Thera. Cvii-fnoa of
":': f-i-rtion In tht :•ating at both ezn±z o1' the

:Peclmens.

4.2 Chemical Deterioration

Ozofle Is the main factor in the deterioration of
elastomers during weatheringC-1J7. It is responsible
for the regular cracking that orms perpendicular to the
axis of any localized stress In the rubber; it is
also respjonsible for the Irregular cracking or crazing
which was formerly attributed to light-activated oxidation
/•'12. The essentials required for the ozone deterioration
of a susceptible elastomer (all elastomers that contain
double bond- are susceptible) are ozone and tension stress
r'* 1 13 7- Rubber and butadiene elastomers have a
c-.tical stress or strain above and below which ozone
cracking Is less severe; neoprene vulcanizates become more
susceptible to ozone attack as s.wic and strain are
increased Z-13,7. Neoprene vulcanizates must be subjected
to both stress and strain of an appreciable de ee before
they will crack under the influence of ozone 34*_ The
stretch required for vulcanized natural rubber 1s- 25
per cent; the stretch required for vulcanized neopren.
Is about 50 per cent [15J. However- when Ib is freely
exposed to air and lIght-hloroprene darkens L becomesharder especially on the surface n. 7- TheSe+ ohtges are
accompanied by the liberation of Hydrogen chloride L25I.
It has been pointed out that the presence of a chlorine
atom at a double bond decreases the tendency or the double
b)nd to react with ozone and that in chlorQpre e the
chlorine atom i3 uttae.-d-1 to a c;rhon L,'.-o havng a
dnale bond [lII.7.

The Charactelr13t;,: crackirM of streseed rinbber that

-eaults when It is exp.ed to ozone can also be prod.:-E4 oby
exposing it tr. free radicals C7167. c-'ig by tertary•
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butoxy, phenyl, benzoyl, acetyl, and hydroxyl radicals
has been observed [16J-. It is possible that the failure
of neoprene coatings under high-speed rain impingement is
in some measure a consequence of attack either by ozone
or by the hydroxyl ions that are produced when waterdrops
are intercepted by a solid surface at high speedb When
a 2-am waterdrop is Intercepted at a velocity of 600 mL/hhr
the kinetic energy of the collision is 3.6 x 10- kcals. The
heat required to ionize a mole of water with the i.esultirg
ions at infinite dilution (no ionic interactiong)is 13.4
koals. A 2-rm drop of water is about 2.3 x 30)' Aoles.
Therefore, the heat rqquired for ionization of a 2-mm drop
of water is 3.1 x 10 kcala with the ions at infinite
dilution. Because the kinetic energy of the collision
of the drop with the solid surface is 1/100 qf the energy
required to ionize all of the water contc~.nc I.n the drop,
ionization can be. expected to occur.

When a waterdrop is intercepted at high speed by a
rubber-coated solid surface, it first exerts compresosve
load on the rubber coating. The waterdrop then flows out
radially and the radial flow of water from the\\drop
imposes a radial stretch on the rubber coating around l
the point of impingement. It is possible that ozone addition
or hydro!-1. Son addition to the double bonds of the rubber
may eccur' daring a stretch-and-reoover cycle and that
cracking or a fine surface crazing may result from the
stresses, stretches, and chemical add.1t.%ns that may occur
during successive waterdrop blows.

Natural rubber is more susceptible to ozone attack Vhmn
neoprene. Natural rubber in the form of vulcanized sheet
stock has been tested for rain-erosion resibtance; it was
found to be less rain-erosion resistant than neoprene. It
was decided to incorporate the antiozonant N, N' di-tridecyl-
-- phenylenediamine into naturzl rubber and to prepare sheets
of this material that could be bonded to rain-erosion test
specimens. Ztght sheets of rubber were prepared that
contained the antiozonant; four of these (ontained heliozone
wax and four contained no waX. Four sheets of rubber were
prepared that contained neither antiozonant ".r wax, These
rubber s.eets were sent to the Cornell Aeror..uu Al Laborator7

MThe poiTb'ity that ozone cracxung may be involved in the rzgn
erpsion faillot-inseoprene ooatings was suggested by Dr. %.. A.
V0odxl -Pir. Vrank Roth of IM aubber Section, The thoutt6t that
water fragments may be involved was suagestei b7 Xr. Max i.on
of 113 Rubber Section.
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to be bonded to rain-erosion test specimens, with adhesive
and estd, Teserubbr seetswer nottekedjthe

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratxry reported that they had no
success in bonding the rubber sheet to rain-erosion
epecimens-with-adhesive.

It was then decided to use an antiorsonant on the standard
neoprene coatings to determine whether 40' not the test lie of,
the very ozone-resistant neoprene would be increased at a2 1l
A sample of N,,N' di-odtyl-p-phenzjlenedI. minew (.O.F. No. 885
antiosonant,, which is applied externally; lh~ been sent
to the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. It was requested
that rain-erosion specimens be coated with the standard neoprene
coatings and that they be tested for rain-erosion resistance
with and without external application of this antiosonant.
The results of the rain-erosion tests that were run are giveon
In Table 3.

Only two specimens that were treated with antiozonant
were sent LaMthe-National Bureau of Standards for otudys

*These were specimens 2387 A and 2387 B which had been treated
with a 50 per cant solution of the antio nant In acetone.
The neoprene coatings on these specimen 1i1ere awt plied over
2024I-0 alumiinum alloy speoimen-bases. Th,0 catig were
of Gonayear 23-56 neoprene over Bostik 100 primers-
they were 10 to 12 mils thick* At thween of 5-wn
Intervals during rain-erosion test at a velocity of W0 tai/
hr.p the specimens wer'e dried with a ,slot~h and the ar'tiozonant
solution was brushed on them as a thin-film. Speolmen
2387 A was tested for 190 min and specimen 2387 B was tested
for 180 min before a hole eroded through the ooating.
Untreated controls lasted only 50 min before a hole eroded
through the coating,

Microscopic Inspection of specimens 2387 A and D
showed that there was a dim chevron pattern eroded Ini the
neoprene at the low-speed end of the a p eciienj the
aurfaae of the high-speed end had a pebbled app~earnce.
There were a few pits scattered down the lengthi of the
-leading edge. A t'uired back flap of coating on speoimen
2387 R maade It possible to sme that the W^~A,*ido of
the coating was uniform and without nodlules such as appear
on the znderside of the coating bhowm In picture 2 of
Figure 21., The outstanding difference between these
eroded antiozor-pat-treated neoprene coatings and othor. sroded
neoprene coatings was the absence of cracks~ or sutures. There
wppeared to be no evidence of craock format'on The failure iA~t
eventually occurred appeared to be the result of a loss of
'adhesion,
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The results presented in Table 3 indicate that use of a
50 per cent solution of the antiozonant in acetone produced
more than a threefold increase in the test lire of the
Goodyear 23-56-Bostik 1007 neoprene system an# that use
of 100 percent antiozonant produced very neary a
fourfold increase in the test lire of this neoprene
system. The increase in the test life of the Oaco N-79-
Bostik 1007 neoprene system was nearly but not! quite as much.
It would be of interest to know the response o' the Gaco
N-79,Oaoo N-15 neoprene system. It can be seen in the
description of the coating failure that is g!v¢c in Taple 3
that whereas the control coatings and ;he coatings thaý,
were treated with 100 per cent acetone were pittedthe
failure of the coatings that were treated with antiozonant
was through eventual loss of adhesion that resulted in
coating bubbles that later tore open. -

The Corneil-keMinautical Laboratory reported that the
neoprene coatings were softened by the antiozonant alone,
by acetone alone, and by the solution of an tiozonant in
acetone. For the three reagents that were tied to
treat the coatings, the greatest swelling and softening
resulted from the use of antiozonant-acetone solution
and the least swelling and softening resulted from the
use of l p# .er cent antiozonant. Their data are presented
graphically in Figure 26.

Treatment of the neoprene with 1O ,rcent acetone ha4
no effect on Its rain-erosion test life. The acetone
evaporated very rapidly. Softness of the neoprene coating
that r"sulted from the use of 100 per cent acetone vanished
with the acetone. Therefore, whatever effect the softening
nf.the neoprenWM on its rain-erosion test life must be
determined from the results obtained on treatment with the
acetone-antiozonant solution and treatment 4ith 100 per cent
antiozonant. A comparison or bar graph 3 with bar graph 4
in Figure 26 indicates that a 30 per cent softening of the
coating is associated witch a 180-min test life when acetone
plus antiozonant was used whereas a 7 per cent softening
Is associated with a 220-min test life when antiozonant
1nly was used. Prom these data it cannot b¢e z•o"eluded that
test life was determined by the sofiiess or the coating.
Purthermore, Beal, Lapp, and Wahl ElT have concluded
that "in the neoprene rubbe.s tested, Those with the
greateat resiliency_ lowest permanent set, and high
Durom--ter hardness, had the best resistance to rain
eroslon . Softness would therefore not appear to be
the correct expleation. It hic been suegested that the
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Table 3
Test Results on Neoprene Coatings Treated

with Acetone and with Antiozonant

C .... , coating-eyem• on ..... ....... ...
Spec. 202- Almn Treat- Through
No. Alloy Airfoils ment Coat i . Remarks

2249 5 A Goodyear 23-56 none 57 min ?odorste Pitting on
neoprene over nigh-speed half;
Bostik 100T primer scattered holes through
(10-12 mile) coating*,

2495 B " 50 main

2496 A acetone 55 min Heavy pitting on entire
leading edfel scattered
holes through coating.

22496 B "5 min

2387 A 50% anti- 190 min Coating softened and
ozonant In swelled,
acetone
solution

2387 B 180 min

2523 A 100% 220 min Coating softened and
anti- swelledi scattered
ozonant bubbles formed on high-

speed halt of leading
edge in 120 min and tore
open In 220 min.

2520 A Gaco X-79 none 45 min Ieavy pitting on entire
neoprene over l ading edge; scattereo
Bostik 1007 holee through coating,
primer (10-
12 mils)

2 •2n R 45 min
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Table 3 (continued)

•'•'•. Coat'M~ Ssifem on" ... Erosion "
Spec. 2024-0 Alumintum Treat- Through
No. Alloy Airfoils ment Coal.tn, Remarks

2521 A Gaco N-79 acetone ii0 mim Heavy pitting on
neoprenL over \entize leading edge;
Bostik 1007 \soattered holes t•z'ough
primer (10- coating.
12 mill)

2521B 42mi

2522 A 50% anti- 1Q5 miLi Coating softened and
ozonant In sveledj peveral
acetone solu- bubbles 9ýrmed on
tion -e Aing eue in

appmx, 90 min and
tore open 15-25 min

- - later.

2522 B 115•.un

51
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large increase in the test life of the neoprene coatings
that was produced by the use of anitiozonant may have
been due sla y to adding an additional film so that
there was more material to be worn away. This also
zannot be a correct explanation since repeated application
of tenacious films of silicone oil had no effect in
retarding erosion damage to neoprene coatings, Some other
fpTtor must be involved and this factor may be that the
&ntlozonant prevents chemical detbrioration o& the ooatings
that would result from ozone or from hydroxyl-ion addition If
=he antiozonant were not used.

With regard to the use of this antiozonant on radomes,
it has been stated that it is questionable Whether this
treatment would be desirable for neoprene coatings used on
radomes since the coating becomes very soft and sticky
and that this characteristic would %,ndoubtealy have
considerable Influence on dirt pickup, outdoor durability
and electromagnetic wave transmission. As far as softneetv
is concerned, It was brought out in the preceding
discussion that excessive softness is not a fictor in
the enhanced rain-erosion resistance. The experiments
using this antiozonant have only utilized strengths o;
50 per cent antiozonant and 100 per cent antiozonant and
the solutions were applied only at 5-min intervals, Further
rain-erosion test-life experiments should be rarried
out in wnich the per cent antiozonant or .the frequency
of application or both are reduced until the conditions
that will produee-mnlmum softness witt. jptimum rain-erosion
test life are determined.

If a mechanism of ozone addition is in 4 olved in the
enh.nced test life o~f the coatings that were treated with
:ntioznnant, then outdoor weathering tests should show
InCreased weatherin* resistance of coatings tUat are treated
with antiozonant. Outdoor weathering experiments should
te carried out in which the fr-equency of application and/or
*'e percent antiozonant that is applied are varied to
leter-Irie the minlrum, of ant. oz-aant that should be u~sPed.

4.•3 oechaancal Fatigue

If r.;bbr Is slitjectei to repeated strethh-cuid-releatse
.:ycla±s I.L ,rij.-,e~etually crack and rwpttre. A gradual
. :t:tirltIon of the r'itier annompsinles the r,.pe.•.ted
:rett:h-nd-release process. The d~vna-min ftltgue 1if."
°.ty tP- ,l-flned as tU&P number of vtret-h-nnd~re.Leane ecyv.rt:-

1 ;: r~t ,er !ill eurvive before ripIure ocfmr3,
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Cadwell, Merrill, Sloman, and Yost-• EP7 have shown
that (A) the faie life under linear vibration is loweit
If comple e recovery is accomplished between successive
stretches of a given magnitude; and (B), where the
vibration Is between larger stretches than (A) but with
the absolute magnitude of the stretch being the same as
in (A), the fatigue life is vez mu,:h longer. If the
rubber is vibrated in shear, (A) and (B) are also true.
Specimens vibrated between zero and 50 per cent shear
had only 1/5 the fatigue life of specimens that were
vibrated between 75 and 125 per cent sber although the
shear oscillation cycle for both was 50 per cents They
also found that (C) increase in the magnitude of the
oscillation stroke decreases the fatigue life, and (D)
a hard rubber stock has, in general, a lower fatigue
life than a soft stock,

-.. If a r rop Impinges against a rubber or agal"et
a rubber-coated surface the rubber is deormed into -
cup-shaped cavity by the compressive loa4 and tenbile
and shear stresses are set up In It; the surfaoe layers
of the rubber in and around the cavity are\also stretched
by the tensile and shear stresses that are exerted by the
radial flow of the water of the drops See Section 5,1.1.
Who- the compressive load Is removed and the radial flow of
water reaches maximum dimensions and stops, the rubber
begins to retract to its original state. If the rubber
has a fast recovery It may reach 't criginal iantrebsed
state before another waterdrop Impinges and the cycle is
repeated. If this Is the cokse, the rubber would be
operating under condition (A) with a minimum fatigue
life expectancy. If the rusber has a slow recovery rate
it may still be in a radially stretched state around
the point of one waterdrop blow at the time that another
waterdrop str1kes the same spot. Under this condition
the rubber would be operating under cndition (B)
with a longer fatigue life expectancy.

In the light of these concepts the recovery properties
of a rubber may have a bearing on Its rain-erosion relstane,.
These concepts nan only be applied to 'he failure mechanim"m "
of neoprene if It can be show, thaL Lilt t1..e Ior a
stretch-and-recover cycle ia s-.ch and the rain density
and collision velocity are such tLhat two pr more
consecutive nollisions will occur on the ae spot .

a time that is equal to or 1*1P thpn tie tmle for R

stretch-and-recover cycle. The percent or the collis•ons
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that occur in various time intervals can be calculated if
the average drop size of the artificial rain that is
used for the tests I's known. There is come evidence
that th-a drop diameter of the l-in./hr artificial rain
that is used for the erosion tests at the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory may be as low as 0.75 mm.

If the drop diameter is taken to be 0.75 mm the volume
cf a spherical drop is 7.801 x 10-9 cu ft. A rain density
of 1 in,/hr ia thon enuivalent to 2,967 of these drops per
sq ft per sec. If the terminal velocity of the rain is 21.6
ft/sec, then 137.4 of these drops exist in a cubic foot
of space. A surface area of one square foot moving
at a velocity of 500 mi/hr (735 ft/sec) will sweep through
735 cu ft of air each second or through 1O1,O00 of these
drops each second. If it is assumed that the radial
flow of each drolp thnt impin3es affects a 1/ -in. square ,

then on the surface area of one square foot hat -. moving
at 500 mi/hr there are 43.8 blows per l/ -in. square
per second.

The probability that a waterdrop blow wi l occur

on a 1/4-in. square in a specified interval ol time can
be calculated. Assume that (1) the proba-:.liy of one blow
:n a t"- interval At is A At wliere'A is the averase
number of blows on the 1/4-in. square per unit time, Q2)
the chance that a biol: will occur in different time intervals
is independent, and (3) the probability that two or mor-
blows will occur in the time interval At I.s at least an
order of magnitude lower than the probati-lity of one blow.
From thcze assumptions it can be shown [19] that

P(X - x) e- At ( ? t)x / x:\ x - o,1,2...

c ;robabllt:.' that no blow will occur in a time t is

P(X= )
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and the probability that one blow will occur in the time
interval At is A At by assumption (1). Therefores
the probability that a blow will occur in the time

t + At Is e" t At, or in the limit,

f(t)dt - e';tdt

The probability that a blow will occur in any time
interval n Is the area A under the ca.ve from
t -Oto t-n,

A - f(t)dt f e" t~dt e 0

Por a drop diameter of 0.75 zmn t waa found in the preceding
calculation to be 43.8 blows per l/4-in, square per second.
For time Intervals n of 5 millisec ad 3 milliseo,
the area under the curve is 0.20 and 0.2, respectively.
Hence 20 per cent of the waterdrop blows that occur each
s* .,d '•n each I/4-in. square of the surface considered
may be separated by a time interval of 5 millisec or
less and 12 per cent of these blows ma, be Separated
by a time Interval of 3 millisco or iess. Theac
times are of the order of magnitude to be\ expected for
a stretch-and-recover cycle produced by a waterdop blow.

In view of the reuult obtained, the concept that the
rate of recovery of a rubber may affect its fatigue life
under high-speed rain impingement-appears to be feasible.
To ascertain wh.ther there is a direct oorrelation between
fatigueitr4-eth and rain erosion test life, the fatigue
strength and rain erosion test life of neoprene coatings
of different propertle3 should be de tranedo The
evidence that has been reported 1227\tjat ozone plays
a role in repeated flexing tests suggests that It may be
hard to differentiate between the ozon:, a,"4tion mechanism
and the fatigue meohanism; Indeed, the fatigue failure may
be the result of ozone attack.

5. Weihan.sm if Rain Erosion of Neoprene CoatUgs

A l-•rg rnimbor of experlmental ^beervations has been
presen-el :n the rreceding se.tlonfe, but more experlental
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data are needed for a complete understanding of the mechanism
-of..rain earoif neoprene coatings. In the remaining
sections an effort will be made to analyz• &nd,
interpret the data that do exist.

5.1 Waterdrop Impingement Stresses and the Response of
Structural Materials

The erosion damage that is done to structural
materials in high-speed collisions with waterdrora' depends
both on the properties of a waterdrop in collisions of
very short duration and on the properties of the structural
material itself.

5,1.1 Stresses

At any liven collision velocity the properties of the
waterdrop are always the same. In 14gh-speed collisions
with a solid surface It acts as though it were a hard 3olid
sphere, but, unlike a sphere of hard solid material,
It undergoes an ultrarapid radial flow about the central point

cof Impingement. When a waterdrop collides with the planar
surface of a solid, or when the planar surface of a solid
runs int" i stationary waterdrop, the impact pressure that
results reaches a high value in a very short period of time.
This high pressure drives the liquid that is close to the
solid surface radially outward around * central stagnation
point.

The radially flowing liquid exerts a hear stress
on the sioface of th3 aolid over which it I running.
There Is a shear stress between the separate layers of
the flowing liquid itself and the situation should not
be different at the interface between the lIquid and a
zolid surface over which It is moving. The shear
stress I- between layers of liquid In laminair flow is
given by the product of the viscos..ty / and the volocity
gradient through the moving sheet of liquid perpendicular
to its direction of flow. That Is, r - C (av/ 3)
where v is ýhe velocity of the moving sheht nf liquid
and z Is che direction through the thic'-cts t_ the
liquid sheet. The layer of liquid molecules in direct
contact withthe--solid has zero velocity, but the
velocity gradient Is not zero and the shear stress Is
applied to the solid.
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Wnen the liquid from a drop that is flowing radially
runs over a surface protrusion It exerts forces against
the protrusion that are opposed by the restraint of
the bonding of the protrusion to the underrying layers
of material. Pressures of Figure 27. is exerted
ag&inst the protrusion by tie flowing liqd. The pressure
that is exerted by the liquid tends to move\ the protrusion
along the planar surface of the solid and results In a shear
stress, 11 of Figure 27, at the base of jhe protrusion*
The flow of the liquid results in the shearz stress ? that
was discussed above.

The pressure exerted by the liquid also result•
in a turning moment that tends to bend the protrusitp over.
The turning moment :"s the integrated cross product
of the compressive force exerted by the liquid and
the elevation of the protrusion above the planar surface
of the solid at the point where the oofte is appliea. As
the protrusoo1•:bends, a tensile stress, dr of Figure 27,,
appears on the side of the protrusion against which the
c€mpressive force is applied aid a oompressive stress,
a, of Figure 27, appears on the opposite side of the
pRotrusion. Tf the forcre exerted by the rapidly running
liquid Is sufficiently great or If the protrusion has a
su'XAi.-nl elevation above the planar surface, failure
may occur. Whether the protrusion is simly bent over,
whether it is broken off, or Whether part of the solid
material below the surface is torn out with It depands
on the strength of the material and on where failure
occurs first. Likely points of failure are marked with
notches in Figure 27.

If a waterdrop Impinges against a rvabber-like material
the effect compressive stress& M of Figure 28,

"which-is ihe __irec result of the collis;on,, is to
compress the solid material at the point-'Ir impingement.
The local compression results in a dimpleýor cup-shaped cavity,
Tensile stressese Ojt of Figure 28, appearSin the sides of
the dimple and especially in the knee In the nolid material
at the rim of the dimple. If these tensile stresses
are sufficiently great tears may fo-•z. -"i surface lay-ra
ef the solid material. The naterlal th.at formcrly
oacupzed the volume that now forms the hollow of the d.mpla.
is displaced. It Is moved radially outward and t ,-1.
around the dipole and this results In a shear stresis, ,'
of FPigire 28.
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The radit.l flow of tV-.7 liquid of the drop imposes
a radial tensile stress, o*t .7f F~gure 28, \and a shear
stress 7", which was discussed aboVe. In the case of very
thin rubbery coatings it is possible that the shear stress T-
may be transmitted through the coating to ýhe primer bonds,
which hold the coating to the base metal, d that it may
cause failure of the primer-to-rubber or the primer-to-metal bond. See pictures 2(c) and 3(c) of F a~ 10
and the dise'iaslon relating to these pictures.

5.1.2 Response of Materials

The damaging properties of an impinging liquid drop
that have been considered in the preceding paragraphs arp
similar foý orps of all liquids but vary in intensity depending
on the density of the liquid of the dr; , on the relative
collision velocity, and on thhe extent which the solid
material yields under the blow. If the haracteristic
properties of all st.rictural materials were the saiue, the
appearance of damage marks produced by the impingement of drops
of a given liquid against all of them at some arbitrary
velocity would also be the same; there would be only one
type of damage and only one mechanism by which the
damage is produced. Because the chara.cýeristic properties
of s .. al materials are differer there are as many
different damage processes as there are broad groups
of material properties* A specifi? n,,istion that was
posed at the time that the resee.'c!'..gram on the meclu ism
of high-speed rain erosion was tn.6I.iated was whether a

.soft rubbey!efrial or a haid rigid material should be
sought as a solution to the problem. Thjjse two extreme
cases are considered in the following paxagraphs.

A material that behaveo like rubber uder the blow'
that results frc.z cwiaion •eth a liquid drop has the
advantage of being a pressure reducer' for the blow,
When the impact pressure that results from collision with
a liquid drop is reduced, the velocity of the radial flow
of the liquid of the drop, which is drivern by the impact
pressure, Is also reduced. Because the radial flow
velocity is reduced, the shear stress thal.; i" :xertswhich
goes qu..alitatively as the rad!a!" f!-.la v'.eloity, is
likewdise reduced. The rnateri•! Is, howevexr, depressed
at the point where th.e liquid drop strzuck and radial
te-.ile stresses appear In tbe sides of the cup-shaped
deý.resslon and around, ani especially over, the rim of
It as it for•ms. The surface layer2 of the material are
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also stretched around the restricted area of contact
,,...between"redrop and the surface of the solid as a

result of the rapid flow of liquid fpom the drop.
A material of this kind need only hae strength propertis'
sufficient to withstand the mitigated stresses in order to :
be able to remain undamaged on collidig with a liquid drop*.

Increase in the Indentation hardness of a
rubber is commonly accompanied by a decrease In Its
elongation under a given stress and, therefore, by a
decrease In Its ability to mitigate the stresses that
are imposed on it by high-speed collasion with a waterdrop,.
The indentation hardness associated with maximum
resistance against waoerdrop-impingement damage at an
arbitrary collision velocity is that hardness above
which the gain In strength that accompanies further
hardening is unable to offset the loss in ability to
mitigate the stresses that are imposed by collision with
a waterdrop at the velocity in q, estion. In terms
of the rupture energy per unit volume the optfiwm'--
indentation hardness Is that hardhess above which the
"area under ¶he stress-strain curve begins to decrease.

All materials yield to some extent under a
collision blow. However, materials that do not
display a high elongation under a given stress as a
.suli, of collision with a liquid drop do not mitigate

to a notable degree the stresses that the colliding
drop exerts. To be erosion rem'!.a t, materials oc
this class must be able to withstand t~e unmitigated
stresses. Whether or not they can withstand the
urmitigated stresses depends on whether they can absorb
the energy of the collision blow before\ their yield
or fracture strength Is exceeded.

The question that was posed several ye rsago as to whether the solution to the high-spee rain-
erosion problem should be sought among the soft 'ubbery
materials or among the hard rigid materials can be
answered in the following way. The material may be
hard and rigid or It may be soft and rubbery and still
have a high degree of rain-erosion res'- ce. If it,
is hard-and-rIgid It must have strength properties that
will enable it to withstand without franture and
without plastic flow the maximum unmiUtigated stre-s-:;
imposed by collision with a waterdrop\in the veloci':y
range for which the material Is being tested; these
stresses increase in magnitude as the impingement
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velocity is .ncreased. If it in soft and rubbery it need
only have strength properties sufficient to withstand the
mitigated stresses that are imposed by collision with
a waterdrop. The velocity ceiling for the rubbery
materials is the point at which they are n• longer
able to withstand the mitigated stresses.

Thege remarks apply to the ability of a material to
withstand a single waterdr'op blow. Under a•ptual flight
conditions successive blows on the same st have a
certain probability of being very olosely a4ao.e in
time. Therefore# under flight conditions a 'flin'erosion
resistant rubbery material must not only have stren4$th
properties adequate to withstand the mitigated stresses
but must also recover fast enough to be able to mitigate
the stresses of an additional blow to the extent that
they do not exceed Its strength properlies. To be a
praetioal rain-erosion resistant matmrial the rubber r...at,
furthermore$not-lOme its ability to mitigate thR
stresses through deterioration 'of any kind during its
expected service life.

5.2 Failure of the Substrate-Primer-Coating Assembly

'noating may be a simple structure like a paint that
bonds naturally to the substrate to which it is applied.
Coatings that do not bond naturally to the substrate
require a primer that does bond bo to the substrate vd
to the coating. aometimes a tie-oement is necessary In
addition to the primer*

The unqualified use of the expression "rain-srosion
resistanoew may be confusing when it Is applied to
coatings tbat.-qure primers and tie-cements. The
"rvdin.erosIon resistance of the coating itbelf is a
characteristic of the intrinsic propertie of the material
or which the ooaifn Isn anpued. I&e rain-erosion
resietaene of thie uoatfr should not be con1fused with the
rain-erosion reasitance of the substrate-prfteroooating
assembly. if a higtay resistant neoprene ooatirg is
assembled with a Weak primer and/or u- a' material
the amsembly will fail prematurily, but tnim has nothing
to do W•th the inherent rain-erosion rels£tanoe of the
coating. Conversely, the rain-erosion resliaan•ce of the
substrate-priaer-ooating assembly Is Improved when a
substrate and/or primer of greater streftth Is used,
bit the rain-erosion resistance of the coating is not
Improved. Breakdown of the term rain-erosion resistan•2o
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into rain-erosion resistance of the coating and percentage
performance or rain-erosion resistance of the substrate-
primer-coating assembly is, therefore, desirable.

5.?.l Loss of Adhesion Due to the Compresdive Stress

It was brought out In Section 5.1.1 that If a-
waterdrop inpinges against a rubber-like material the
effect of thj...cmpressive stress X of Figure 28, which
Is-the direcot result of the collision, is to compress the
solid material over the area of Impingmen• of' the drop
Itself. The wave of comptession that moves through
the coating &s a result of the c6llision eAentually
reaches the primer. The compressional wave is partiailly
transmitted into the primer and partially reflected from it.
The reflected portion ofj the ocakoressional wave is a
tension wave that moves back to the surface of the
rubber coating. The transmitted portion of the compressional
wave moves through the primer and eventually reaches tne
substrate. Reflection and transmission occur again at
the Interface between the primer and substrate.

If the primer cannot stand the compresifmto which It
is subjected as the transmitted portion of the compressional
wave passes through It, It may fracture or pulverize. Similarly,
if *- allbstrate cannot stand the compression to which it is
subjected as the transmitted portion of the compressional wave
passes through It, It may fracture or pulverize. I either
the primer or the substrate pulverlse, the adhesion bund
between the coating and the substrate maW be broken over
the area where pulverization occurs. The result of this
may be the formation of a dome or bubble of the coating
material. The 6nd result, that is, the fact that the
coating riseq In a dome over the area where the adhesion
bond is broken strongly suggests that permanent set may
be introduced into It. The unsupported domi of coating
material Is rapidly broken open when it is *truck by additional
Impinging waterdrops. The coating materil \that made up the
unsupported dome is torn away. The edge of the torn-out area
is then subject to being lifted .by the radial flow of
additiotal Impinging drops; if this ooou.s thet coating may
be stripped back further around the a"_& Wti .\e the original
adhesion failure occurred.

It is no~eworthy that this type of failure Is o ti-ly
unzelated to th. Intrinsic raln-eroslon resistance of r..e
r-oprene coating Itself. Adheslon failure man occur
Coder a very durable neoprene coating and lead to Its
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early failure. With regard to this type of failure it
has been found that use of epoxy glass fabric laminates
rather than of polyester glass fabric laminates increases
the test life of a given neoprene coating. Application
of the neoprene coating to an epoxy laminate for test does
not Improve the rain-erosion resistance of the neoprene
coating but it allows a larger percentage of the
Intrinsic rain-erosion resistance of the coating to be
brought into use.

5.2.9 Loss of Adhesion. Due to Shear Stress

Picture 3(N) of Figure 10 provides evldeoe that
adhesion failure may occOar without pulverization of the
primer or substrate. In the damage mark that is
shown In this picture the primer over the oentral area
of the collision that was under compression has remained
intact (maximum compression occurs In a ring around
this area). Picture 2(c) of Fjgure 10 provides evidence
that the rubber coating In given a drast.c radial stretch
as a result of the flow of water from the drop. From
Pictures 2(c) an 3(a) of Figute 10 It appears that the
shear stress 7- of Figure 28 is transmitted through the
coating and that It causes a shear failure of the primer
itself r*-4/oa of the primer-to-rubber and primer-to-metal
adhesion bonds•It is possible that this type of
failure may also occur to a less drastic extent at lower
velocities. It is noteworthy that u&6 uf a\ stronger
substrate material such as epoxy laminates rather
than polyester laminates would have no effect In
preventing this type of failure if the failure ocours
in the primer or in the primer-io-rubber or primer-to-
substrate bonds; it would have an effect if shear
failure occurs in the surface layers of the substrate
itself. This kind of failure would also lead to the
formation of coating bubbles or domes with eonsequent
drastic failure of the coating assembly, that Is, with
consequent low percentage performane of the coating
assembly.

53._. yalure-ofOý Neoprene Coating

Some of the aspects of the failure of n prene coatings
are a result of* or are ehhanced by, the test oondItions "tat
are used In their valuation; others are Inheient In the
neoprene coatings themselves.
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5.3.1 Failure Induced by the Test Conditions

The gradual production of a chevron pattern of
grooves in the neoprene at the low-speed end of the
specimen seems to be due to the use of tap water for
Ithe artificial rain in the rotating arm test. Use of
water that was softened to a hardness of less than 2 ppm
retarded but did not prevent the appearance of this water-
flow pattern in the neoprene. It appears that collision
with the tap water rain drops at velocities as high aft
500 mi/hr results in precipitation '-f r;nrral salts in
the water. The conditions Is worsened when the collision
velocity is increased to 600 mi/hr. The drag of the
cryste•i-l preclpitate over the surface of the
neoprene wears channels along the main trajectories
of the flow. Such abrasive wear rei.xces the thickness
of the neoprene coating and may lead\to the adhesion
failure that results in formation of a dome or be".ble
of coating and to drastic failure of the coating
assembly.

The scouring action of the precipitate-laden water
may also be responsible for the removal of the glossy
surface layer that originally exists on a neoprene
eoating, A:ter the surface gloss Is removed the
intercepted drops strike a dull roughened surfice
that is more suseeptible to the erosion attack.

Modes of failure that can be traced to the abrasive
wear of precipitate-laden water are spurious as
far as high-speed rain erosion per se is concerned.
They should not be considered in arriving at the rain-
erosion failure mechanism. They undoubtedly contribute
to the deviation of the rotating-arm test results from
the results that are found under service conditions.
The reliability of the rotating-arm test would be
improved If distilled water were used for the
artificial rain.

Crack formation in neoprene ecosIngs is to a large
extent perpendicular to a line down a leading edge of
the specimen, that is, perpendieulaa' o the direction
of the strong centrifugal force thamt existO while the
specimen is being whirled on the propeller blade. Orcne
cracking does not occur unless the ru'ber In quee;lon Is
under stress in the presence of osowej\ the crackb form
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perpendicular to the applied stress. In the case of
application of biwal stress, lllgatoring ours,
It Is posuible that' raok fomauion perpendicular to
a line down the leading edge is fostered by the
contr••ugsl force that acts in the rotating am test.
If this Is the case, It is spurious as far as true rain-
erosion failure Is concerned. The undes-rable feature
of the centrifugal force is inherent in the rotating
am teith

5.3.2 Failure of the Neoprene Coating as a Re.zub ofWaterdrp Impingement

Three possible meohanisms of failure of the neoprene
topcoat were discussed In Seotion 4o It remains to
evaluate these mechanisms in the light of the experimentaldata that exist.

5,3.2.1 Abrasion

Some abrasion certainly occurs Initially •n the
surface of neoprene coatings that are tested oIthe
rotating am, The surface gloss Is removed and\,
eventually a chevron pattern foxins that marks the
trajeotoaes of the water flow off the airfoil shaped \\
speoloosa" it was pointed out $.n the receding section
that both these effects mya be due to 9he scraping of
the crystalline precipitate in the wN&4.*o Zon when
the water wa softened to a hardness loss t4=a 2 ppm,
evidence of osmentlous deposit could still be seen on
the speeimens and the chon pattern still made its

eance. It Is not known whether these "vidonoes of
awould disappear if all sources of contamination
were removed fro the test cell and If distilled water
were used for the artifllal rain. However, treatment
of neoprene coatings with oil, g•aphite, and detergent
in an effort to cut dcown the coefficient of friction
between the neoprene and the flowing water had no
effect on the test life of the speomense. Strong reduction
of the surface tension of the water that was used for the
artificla rain also was without effect, .. • abrasion
mechantxt depends on the ablity of the floArln iater to
grip the r.0bar; these treatmente of the e should
have affected this ability; since the test U3fa of the
speclmexns was.a •tacted by these t Ma-e ts It would new:
thtl-abrasion due to the flow of grlt-free water Is not
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the mechanism by which neoprene coatings fail or that
it is not an Important mechanism if It makes a contribution
to the damage at- all.

5.3.2.2 Ozone-type Cracking

Some supporting evidence seems W~ hInt to the conclusion

boaUse they suffer chemical deterioration eithor by
adtoofooeobyadtoofhdoy oszo n e

elastamers to produce ozone-type cracking If the elastomer---
Is uderstress,

-The ;;ireriae coatings are stressed during raiin-
erosion test not only by the centrit ,.a~ar orce that-is
appllidi as a result of th s of a rotatng arm but also
by the Impinging drops* Tensile end sheii stresses weeit
In the rubber when a dimple or cup-shaped ~oavity forms in
It as a result or the local compression caused by a
wuele collision. Tensile sand shear stresses also
exist in the ribber as a result of the radial stretch that
Is given to Its surface layer by the flow of the Impinging
drops. See Section 5.1.1 The curi~tations for ozone-ty~pe
crack formation are# therefore# present during high-speed
waterdrop Impingement against neoprene coatings.

Crack formation that strongly resembles ozone-tyrpe-
cracking in biaxially stressed rubber (alligatorlaig)
have been observed in eroded neoprene coatings. These
cracks were not observed in eroded neoprene coated opeoimtme
that had been treated with antiozonant during rain-erosion
test. Use of en antiozonant appears,ý therefore, to prevent
the cracking.

Use of the antiozonant WAd soften the neoprene coatings,
but to ascribe the enhanced rain-erosioc. r~atstance of-
antiozonint-treated neoprene coatings to sortening Is
out of keeping with the test observation. rl'7Jthat high
rain-erosion resistance is associated witXi hi uh hramp~ter
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hardness. The antlozonant Is applied to the coatings
externally but to ascribe the enhanced rain-erosion
resistance of the antiozonant-treated neoprene coatings
to addition of an extra layer that must be worn through
is out of keeping with the test result that applioatio,
of tenacious oil films had no effect on the rain-erosion
test life of neoprene coatings.

The rain-erosion of neoprene coatings is a twi-step
process consisting of periods of preparation In which little
loss of material occurs followed br period. . erosion or
loss of material. This Is clearly heown in the grapho of
Figure 23 and 25. The gradual development of a network of
ozone-type cracks with eventual breaking away of material
bbtween circumscribing cracks Is such a two-step process.

A question that may be raised is why the rain-erosion
failure of neoprene coatings is more drastic at a test
velocity of 500 mi/hr than at a test velocity of 600 mi/hr
if the failure mechanism is a chemical deterioration.
With regard to the addition of ozone, the concentration
of ozone naturally present In the air would ýe the same
regardless of the test velocity, However, a\strong
possibility exists that fewer waterdrops actually Impinge
on the "-.ding edge of the rotating arm at a test velecity
of 600 mi/hr than at a test velocity of 500 *I/hr,. If
this Is the case, the rubber sustains fewer l\poal
stresses at the higher velocity and ii requires both o:mone
and stress to produce ozone crackin•. With regard to
the addition of hydroxyl ion, the formation of hydroA•l
Ion is fostered at a test velocity of 500 mi/hr because
the acid carbonate ion in the water withdraws hydrogen
ion from the equilibrium to form poorly ionized
carbonic acid.

H20 \,+ O

Ca(HC0 2 HCO3  Ca+

H2CO3
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'Wa-n the test velocity is increased to 600 mi/hr ctciun
€i•rbonate precipitates to a more marked degree. The old
carbonate ion Is withdrawn from the equilibrium to form
calcium "arbonate precipitate and the formation or hvdro=4l
Ion is ).o longer favored. In terms -of this explanation
thire

H+
H20 • + OR

C_(_C03)2 ca% 1 + + H20

Is lose hydroxyl Ion present to attr.ok the rubber at a test
velocity of 600 mi/hr than at a test velocity of 500 mi/hr.

The experimental evidence that has aooueulatel is by
no means exhaustive but the evicence that has been aited
supports the mechanim of deteriorstion by addition of
ozone or of hydroxyl Ion as being a means by which
neopr•ne oeet•ieb may fall under high-speed rain impingemant.

5.3.2.3 Effect of Rate of Recovery on 74igue Life

Usa of reoovery me, have some effeoton the test life
of neoprene coatings but no experimental data exist at
present to prove or disprove It. T* fetermine whither
or not rate of recovery contribute# to the test life of
neoprene coatings speolmehs should be coated with neoprenes
hav" different recovery rates. These speoimens should
all be treated with antiozonant to prevent ozone-type
cracking from playing a role. The test lWfe of the
sapcirenn should then be compared. These data are not now
vailable am tWLe polht for the pmeut will have to

reain unansweed.
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